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First District Welcomes
Jack Gray's Assignment
Jack Gray will return to the First
District Office of the Department
of Highways at Paducah as Dis-
trict Engineer effective December
Ab, Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward announced today.
Mr. Gray was transferred from
his position as District Engineer at
Paducah to the position as Assist-
ant State Highway Commissioner
for the Office of Program Manage-
ment at Frankfort nine months
ago. He had served as District
Engineer at Paducah since 1161,
succeeding Jack Carson in that
position.
JoftInes
From
Notebook
I know you're busier than usual
this week, but I do hope you'll take
time to read the News more care-
fully than usual. We've made two
major changes in format of our
newspaper that should be of in-
terest to you and we hope Ire
please you. We have made changes
in our editorial page and Church
page along the modern trend in
newspaper readership. We have
removed advertising from the edi-
torial page, used a larger size type
and added a Poet's Corner, which
always makes for very pleasant
reading.
While we have always had a
Letters to the Editor column, Paul
and I have always wished that
more of our readers would avail
themselves of this forum to express
their individual ideas on any sub-
ject they please. Unless the letters
are libelous or objectional from
a point of decency, we will publish
them PROVIDED THAT THEY
ARE SIGNED.
We invite your criticism of our
editorial policy, or any matters of
general interest. We do not mind
you "setting us out," if you wish,
but .Wfl %not Briat letters that
are person y ohnoxhitrhecause
the letters might border on libel
or perhaps character defamation,
both of which might bring about
court action.
We don't want you to like us, we
just want your opinions on matters
of interest, just as we are able to
publish our opinions in the same
categories. Use the privilege of
freedom of the press. It's yours
for the asking.
We are about as proud of our
new church page as anything we
have done in the newspaper busi-
ness. We plan to feature the large
and small churches in our area.
With the generous help of Gard-
ners's Studio, we will be happy to
have your church featured on the
page if you will so advise us.
It is our thinking that our lives
revolve around our churches. No
attention that we give them will
ever be enough to reveal their true
meaning and importance to oar
community and to the future of the
world.
If you see me around some day,
dressed in the Latin-American
motif, please know that I am show-
ing off the perfectly beautiful hand-
woven shawl sent to me as a
Christmas gift from Ambassador to
Ecuador and Mrs. Wymberley
Coerr. The shawl was sent to me
by a rather circuitious route, so it
is appreciated all the more. Elea-
nor Coerr bought the gift in the
Folklore Shop in Quito and sent it
to America by the group from Lou-
isville that has just returned after
a week's stay in Ecuador. Now
wasn't that a thoughtful thing to
do.
The Coerrs are telling everybody
they see about our Festival and al-
ready I have written them the
dates of next year's Festival,
which they have promised to at-
tend for the whole works.
If ever I have had the wonderful
experience of working with a
group of the finest, most coopera-
tive people in the world, it has
been with the board of directors of
the Banana Festival. Recently
the excitement for next year's fes-
tival was so great you'd think it
wis next month instead of ten
months away.
' I think the post-Festival meet-
ings are the most fun. We stand
around and gab like attending a
meeting is such fun we don't want
to leave . . . and actually we don't.
If plans materialize the fourth
aanual festival will be bigger and
better than ever, if possible, so my
advice to you is to offer your ser-
vices now so you'll be on the
grgimd floor of the exciting and
worthwhile events to be planned.
"The decision to ask Mr. Gray
to return to Paducah as District
Engineer was based upon careful
analysis of the best use of his
many talents," Ward said. "The
position that he has filled in
Frankfort is a vitally important
one, but so is that of District Engi-
neer. Mr. Gray was given the op-
portunity to indicate what he pre-
ferred to do and in this instance
he took an admirable position in
that he wanted to do what appeared
to be best for the Department of
Highways. Under the circumstan-
ces, it is best for the Department
of Highways for him to take over
the task as District Engineer. This
is particularly true because of the
complex problems involved in the
design and construction of Inter-
state 24 and the Purchase Park-
(Continued on Page Eight)
JACK elitAY
Jack Snow
Brings Cheer
For Holidays
Let it Snow. Let It Snow, Let It
Snow . . . just so long as Jack
Snow is here to enjoy the season
with us.
Indeed, Jack Snow brought
Christmas cheer to a lot of his rela-
tives sad Meads when.be arrived
unexpectedly very early Wednes-
day morning for a brief visit here
en route to his home in Anaheim,
California.
Jack brings good news of his
wife Marcia and the three now big
Snows, who envied Jack his detour
to Fulton from a business trip in
Washington, New York, etc.
The former Fulton resident and
the son of Mrs. Elizabeth Caldwell
is doing very well in a very re-
sponsible position as Director of
Quality Assurance with Rochelle
Laboratories in Long Beach, Cali-
fornia. The firm is a fast-growing
manufacturer of antibiotics.
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Woman's Club
Filling Box
For Yuletide
Members of the Fulton Woman's
Club are busy these days gatheriaig
useful items for a reform home fat
girls at Ky. Village. Mrs. Mildred
Freeman, chairman of the under-
taking is asking all members to
donate such items as bobby pins,
hair curlers, Kleenex, cosmetics,
lingerie, etc. for the Christmas
gifts.
The shipment is expected to
leave here late this week. Anyone
wishing to take part in the charit-
able undertaking may bring their
items to the Fulton News or the
Chamber of Commerce.
Auxiliary To
Sponsor Coffee
For Projects
The American Legion Auxiliary
will sponsor a coffee at the Fulton
Electric System Sattatday, Decem-
ber 11, beginning at nine o'clock.
Sandwiches, cake, cookie*, pies
and coffee will be sold.
The public is cordially invited to
stop for a coffee break from week
or while Christmas shopping, also
for lunch.
The proceeds from this coffee
will help defray expenses of the
Auxiliary's various projects, in-
cluding a Merry Christmas for a
needy family.
Dedson's Accepting
Chimes Donations
Dedmon's Service Station in
South Fulton has generously a-
greed to accept the donations from
local citizens to the Union City-
Jaycees" -Chiles for Charity Pre
A complete story of the South
Fulton Booster Club's participation
in the Union City program is on
Page Two of the second section of
this issue.
SANTA'S COMING!
Santa Claus will be in downtown
Fulton again next Saturday, De-
cember 11, from 11 a. m. until 1
p. m. and invites all the boys and
girls to come and talk with him.
Shop Early For Christmas
Remember Our Boys In Viet Nam
W. K. Crime it
brought here
Konlucicy
Jo Westpheling
Number 49
In a field on his farm while a helpful sportsman tries to prod some of the deer out of the truck. Thirteen of the animals were
y as the first shipment of 50 deer to be stocked in Fulton County. Standing behind Mr. Cruce is Earl Burcham, with the
t of Fish and Wildlife. That's Rudolph jumping out. His red nose doesn't show. See other photo on Page 6.
mads• this doe-ful photo.
ndeer's Arrival Gives Reporter Red Nose
By Jo VIodiPholina-
Rudolph, the redenosed reindeer!
Bah, humbug.
You ought to see the snozzles of
two News photographers and about
a doses farater-eportsmen who
served is the reception committee
for 13 deer who (or is it that) have
come to live around this neck of
the woods.
There's nothing dear or senti-
mental about such an expedition.
It's work!
No wonder Rudolph has a red
nose . . . he's a snooty little Son-
of-a-buck. Just ask any guy who
tried to get him out of the truck so
the little deers could start practice
romping in the woods for their pre-
miere performance on the roof-
tops Christmas Eve.
They wouldn't budge . . . and
didn't think much of being pushed
around as they had to be to get
that "frozen" expedition away
from Tarzan country, much like an
icicle.
But when you think about the
cold . . . in the end . . . it's not
such a bad idea to go out and get
a good story in the forest primeval.
Some five years from now, Ful-
ton County sportsmen will enjoy
the luxury of hunting deer right
here in their back yards. The ship-
ment of deer, ten bucks and three
does, is part of the Kentucky Fish
and Wildlife Department to stock
deer in every county in the State,
except seven in the Bluegrass sec-
tion which is not adaptable to deer
hunting.
The shipment of white-tailed
deer was brought to this county by
Earl Burcham of the Fish and
VETS REP HERE!
H. S. Miles, contact representa-
titre of the Kentucky Disabled Ex-
Service Men's Board, will be at the
(*miser of Centgairee
from 9 a. m. os1l 1). m, Detenl'
her 17, to assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for bene-
fits due them as a result of their
military service.
OPEN EVENINGS!
The Chamber of Commerce has
announced that the stores in Ful-
ton will remain open until eight
o'clock each night December 18
through 23, and will close at six
o'clock on Christmas Eve, Decem-
ber 34.
Remember Our Boys In Vie kern
The little boys in blue learn respect for the flag in the expansive Cub Scout program in the twin cities.
Here the young follows stand at dignified attention, for the flag about to be heisted in front of the Cub
Scout cabin was presented to the local pack by Congressman Robert A. "Fats" liveriett. The flag /lei more
meaning to the boys than usual, for it has flown over the United States Capitol in Washington. (Phone by
Aden*. Extra prints available on order at the Fulton News.)
Follow Postal Rules
For Efficient Service
"Last Ohristmas the post of-
fice handled more mail than ever
before, yet the operation was the
most efficient in history," Post-
master Trees said today.
Nationally about 99 per cent of
the Christmas mail reached its
destination before Christmas Eve.
"Zip Codes use and the coopera-
tion of the public in mailing early
were the main reasons for our suc-
cess. With the same or better co-
operation this year, we expect to
handle an even greater volume of
mail with less effort than during
Fund Drive
For Lambuth
Passes Goal
A total of $1,598,396 was reported
today by the Christian Higher Edu-
cation Crusade for Lambuth Col-
lege by Chairman Walter Barnes,
Jackson, and Co-Chairman Charles
L. Yancey, Memphis.
With five days remaining in the
formal soliciatation period, the
total subscribed has surpassed the
$1.5 million minimum goal by al-
most $100,000.
In a joint statement Barnes and
Yancey said "This is a great
achievement. We have good reason
to rejoice and be thankful. How-
ever, we are 89 per cent of our
established Church and District
goals. Let us push forward until
every Church has reached 100 per
cent of its goal or better."
They explained that the announc-
ed goal of $1.5 mllllon is a mini-
mum goal and that churches have
accepted quotas which, when total-
ed, exceed the minimum goal.
Sunday has been designated as
Victory Sunday for each of the
conference 546 churches and each
church has been asked to have 100
per cent of goal pledged by them.
Another report by churches is
set for next Monday, and a con-
ference-wide Victory Sunday will
be observed December 12 when the
total amount subscribed will be
announced in each church.
Reports by Methodist Districts
were: Brownsville, $143,504, 91 per
cent of goal; Dyersburg, 1156,780,
89 per cent of goal; Jackson,
$235,695, 91 per cent of goal: Lex-
ington, $120,392,81 per cent of goal;
Memphis North, 3141,828, 91 pecent
of goal; Memphis South, $303,618,
93 per cent of goal; Paducah,
1162,486, 77 per cent of goal; Paris
$159,095, 93 per cent of goal.
the 1964 Christmas rush."
Mr. Treas had advice which
would help mailers prepare for the
upcoming mailing season.
A. Up date last year's address
list and include Zip Codes. The
phone book is usually a good source
for local addresses.
B. Prepare a gift list as soon as
possible. Shop early to take ad-
vantage of full stocks. Be sure to
have on hand enough shipping ma-
terials; boxes, tape, wrapping
paper ,etc.
C. Use first class postage on
greeting cards. This assures their
being forwarded if the recipient
has moved or that undeliverable
cards will be returned if a return
address is on the envelope.
Treat Reveals Holiday
Roars For Postoffice
Postmaster Joe Treas has an-
nounced that the Fulton post office
will be open on Saturdays, De-
cember llth and 18th, from 8
a. m. to 4:30 p. m.
On Monday, Tuesday, Wein: --
day, Thursday and Friday, Deep--
her 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, the post of:ice
will be open from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
The money order section will re-
main closed on Saturdays, as
usual.
Wildlife Department from the
Mammoth Cave area. Fulton Coun-
ty is the last county in the State
to be stocked, primarily because of
the topography and terrain. The
shipment brought here Monday
was the first of a total of 50 deer
that will be stocked in this county.
They were placed on the farm of
W. K. Cruce and all are tagged.
Deer hunting will not be permit-
ted in any of the counties in the
area for some five years, at which
time, it is believed that some 750
animals will abound in Fulton
county alone.
Mr. Burcham, assisted by James
Alexander, area conservation of-
ficer, handled the stocking opera-
tion in this county. Both revealed
that the area where the deer were
released is dew enough, contains- -
enbugh fooikibiffa and grazing
lands to survive successfully.
While the animals releasef
Monday graze frequently for food,
they also live on honey-suckln
brush and native growths.
Mr. Alexander is seeking the co-
operation of all farmers and sports-
ment to protect the deer preserve
in the entire area. Any violation
of the deer hunting laws is asked
to be reported.
Burcham and Alexander said
they have no idea that the deer
will remain in the general area
where they were released. Deer are
eager nomads and may migrate to
other counties a good distance a-
way.
That figgers! They may even re-
turn to the North'Pole after Christ-
mas. That'll be the day when two
reporters go hunting for Rudolph,
and his whole cotton-tailed fami-
ly.
NEW LOCATION
The McMinn Electric and Re-
frigeration Company, owned and
operated by James McMinn, has
moved from the former location on
West State Line next to the bus
station to the building recently oc-
cupied by the C,onnaughton Clinic
on Broadway street in South Ful-
ton.
Visit Local Stores Fkat
Shop Early For Christmas
Hickman County Among Seven
In State Rejecting Bond Issue
Lexington, Ky. — The $176 mil-
lion bond issue, approved by Ken-
tucky voters, polled a 3 to 1 edge,
according to unofficial returns
compiled by the Kentucky Better
Roads Council.
The "Yes" vote was 418,306
against the "No" vote of 136,984.
The majority in favor of the issue
was 281,322.
Council figures show that the
bond issue was rejected in seven
counties, Hickman, Union, Mc-
Creary, Casey, Nicholas, Clinton
and Grant.
Grant County was lost by a mar-
gin of seven votes, unofficial re-
turns show.
Breathitt County gave the bond
issue the widest percentage edge
with 95 per cent of the votc.71 fav-
oring the issue. Morgan County
was 92 per cent in support sod
Perry County gave it W per cent.
Jefferson County, where a local
bond issue also was on the ballot,
voted 88 per cent in favor.
The Better Roads Council, which
anearheaded the drive for passage,
reported that 733 newspapers and
organizations adopted resolutions
in support of the issue.
Future plans of the Council, a
permanent organization, are to be
made at a December meeting of
the membership when officers will
also be elected. Harry J. Huether,
Lexington, is president, and Gil-
bert W. Kingsbury, Ft. Mitchell,
is executive director.
BINGO!
The Illinois Central Service Club
will hold its annual Bingo party at
the One and All Club at 7 p.
December 18. An employees and
their families are invited.
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WISTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
Editorials
Hickman County Gazette Editor, After Years Of
Mud-Slinging, Joins State,-Seeks Decent Treatment
On November 11, 1965, the
Hickman County Gazette, published
in Clinton, Kentucky, handed down a
peace pronouncement that may not
have the world-shaking impact of the
first Armistice Day in 1918, but it re-
leases from political bondage a grow-
ing number of Hickman Countians
who have lived in fear of reprisals
when they failed to support the can-
didate of the Gazette's choice.
In spite of the fact that the editor
of that newspaper served with dis-
tinction in World War II and learned
to "tote an M-I rifle, a carbine, an
automatic pistol, a grease-gun and to
use a machine gun and a cannon"
during that conflict, there was no
blood-shed, no battle of the bulging
ego, not even a skirmish when the
Gazette admitted last month that:
"The people of Clinton and
Hickman County are a part of
the great Commonwealth of
Kentucky."
As if that startling revelation
isn't enough, the Gazette's issue of
November 18, 1965, comes along with
a statement that:
"Most of us are fast becom-
ing aware that what is good for
Hickman County is good for all
of us and, with a bit more diffi-
culty, we are also learning that
what is good for any of us indi-
vidually. as a rule, is also good
for Hickman County."
Only historians will be able to
determine how long it took and what
difficulty the editor of the Gazette
encountered in learning the Golden
Rule for individuals and for a com-
munity, as well. Children learn that
phrase in the kindergarten.
There have been times when the
Gazette's editorials have sounded
much like Mother Goose or Grimm's
fairy tales, but we know the Gazette
editor must be a little older than that;
much older, for as far back as March
23, 1963, the editor's wife took him
off crackling bread, which he dearly
loves, "because it might harden (his)
arteries and bring on the senility of
old age too quickly." Tempes fugits!
It appears from some of the
questions the Gazette has been ask-
ing lately, both in the editorial col-
umns and in the column written by a
window-pane oracle, that En l Sensing,
or somebody, has been sneaking
around eating that crackling bread.
Asking questions is the greatest
indication that a student is learning.
It is a most happy situation for the
wonderful people of Hickman Coun-
ty and for those persons who have
weathered the vituperative attacks
of the hero-worshipping Gazette edi-
tor.
Knowirig- that many of our read-
ers are not subscribers of the Hick-
man Gazette and vice versa, for clari-
ty we are going to print some of the
Gazette's most recent questions, and
scurrilous statements whose an-
swers, oddly enough, were printed
long before the questions.
If not, how could any hu-
man being, free of senility, pon-
der the lack of "decent treat-
ment" from people he has public-
ly labelled everything from sub-
servise to moronic. Yet, in spite
of the Gazette, Hickman County
has been treated as decently as
could be expected under the
circumstances.
Here Are The Questions!
November 11, 1965
"So many times in the past, the
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state highway commissioner, Mr.
Henry Ward, has taken the editor of
this newspaper to task for criticisms
of the highway department - we can-
not help but wonder what he will
have to say about a reasonable re-
quest for an improvement in traffic
routing through this county seat
town?"
"Clinton is about to expand, it is
only a matter of time until the state
highway department will be looking
for a way to route traffic through this
town without congestion. It makes
good sense that the state highway
department give thought to the mat-
tar now while it will be easier to
solve. If Clinton is to grow - and
grow it must, and will - it must not
be strangled with the highway traf-
fic inside the city limits."
"We are not beggars, but it
might be interesting to discover how
we react to decent treatment. We
voted against the highway bond issue,
but only because past experience has
shown it in much like foreign aid in
Hickman County - that is, non-exist-
ent."
"Why is it that we do not trust
those who are in charge of state gov-
ernment?"
November 4, 1965
"And this above all we must do -
we must let others know what we
want and we must let others know
when they do the things we want.
We, the people of Clinton and Hick-
man County, can work a miracle in
this community in the next few
months, if we but try and work to-
gether."
Noember 18, 1965
What is a man's memory made
of that it lasts forever?
And Now The Answers!
It would be a document unparal-
leled in the history of journalism and
politics, both as to length and stupidi-
ty, to print all the answers since Sep-
tember 1958, but this will give our
readers a general idea.
October 7, 1965
"The little club-footed gangster
named Paul Goebbels popularized the
"big lie" in Adolph Hitler's Third
Reich. It was his contention that if a
lie could be told over and over it
would come in time to be accepted as
truth. To assist his propaganda minis-.
try, he put an end to free speech and
a free press, leaving plenty of room
for the "big lie" to flourish.
"In Kentucky we see this new
style of propaganda used by the
Breathitt administration in Frank-
fort. The governor of this state ac-
tually has the nerve to say that he
was elected on a platform promising
no increase in taxes, and that he has
been faithful to that promise."
July 22, 1965
"I get a peculiar feeling driving
up that toll road from Princeton to
Louisville. I just can't believe that
Henry Ward built that road just to
please me, but there is no escaping
the fact that I drive along for miles
and miles without sighting another
car - perhaps the highway commis-
sioner cares more for me than I
know!"
"At this time, if I am to keep the
manners my mother taught me, per-
haps I should express my apprecia-
tion to Mr. Ward for the widening
and blacktopping of US 51 from Clin-
ton to the Fulton County line - and
I do."
"If Henry Ward and Governor
Breathitt want to do something for
part of far West Kentucky, let them
forget their purchase toll road and
turn instead to making a four-lane
road of US 45 from Fulton to Padu-
cah. I have long since given up hope
they'll four-lane US 51 from Fulton
to Wickliffe. But of this I am sure,
r CORNER
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The Spirit of Friendship
Lives Forever
It is more precious than the finest jewels.
NEVER lose an old friend
No matter what the cause
We wouldn't ever do it
If we didn't look for flaws
The one thing worth while having
Is the friend who stands the test
And who has one friend such as this
Knows friendship at its best.
It is the little things of every-day life which mean
so much. .. remembering an anniversary, birthday, and
other important dates. . . a word of cheer now and then
often changes one's whole outlook.
HOW little it costs,
If we give it a thought,
To make happy some heart each clay!
Just one kind word or a tender smile
As we go on our daily way.
A Heart Full Of Thanksgiving Is Worth More Than
Gold And Silver.
— From The Upper Room
until they do, they jolly well know
what they can do with their one hun-
dred and seventy-six million dollar
bond issue!"
"A journey out of west Ken-
tucky - far west Kentucky leaves lit-
tle doubt how little Governor Breath-
itt cares for us, but amid the prosperi-
ty of central Kentucky and the war
on poverty in eastern Kentucky there
is still the comical figure of little Ned
riding out on his jackass in the Blue-
grass to joust with the windmills. A
citizen and a taxpayer of this great
commonwealth doesn't know whether
to laugh or cry, watching the man the
Democrat's party named as governor
"tilt" the pinball machines!"
September 16, 1965
. . . when those who add noth-
ing to the economy outmunber those
who produce. If this be true, unless a
police state takes over and makes
slaves of some of us and sets others
up as the ruling class, there can be
nothing ahead except bankruptcy and
ruin."
"As much as we deplore higher
taxes, we do not think the increases
being spelled out in Frankfort are the
worst things to come out of this spec-
ial session."
"Let us continue to hope and
pray that the demagogues have not
perfected the art of deceit and de-
ception to such an extent that they
can manipulate the minority groups
and the special privilege factions to
suit their purpose and continue them-
selves in office with their promises of
pie in the sky."
April 4, 1963
"Ed Breathitt, like his master,
Bert Combs, is nothing but a dema-
gogue."
"At the same time he approves
drastic reductions in the taxes on
whiskey, striking at the revenue need-
ed in the counties to support the
schools. Mr. Breathitt is well quali-
fied to be a puppet for Mr. Combs!
"Mr. Breathitt's purpose in run-
ning for governor is plain and clear.
He and his supporters wish to con-
tinue on the public payroll those Mr.
Combs has added."
November 41965
"I've never made any fuss about
it - there's not much personally I
want from government. I don't want
a job. or a road, or anything of that
nature. I've never had much patience
with those who claim "divine rights"
to determine what is brs_ t for the citi-
zens."
"It's time Henry Ward got it
through his big city head that I'm as
much an "expert" as he is on which
roads in this state are of importance.
He may be in a position to call the
turn, but he'll never make me like it
when he tells me the road through my
town isn't as important as the road
through his town."
"If there was ever any doubt in
my mind that I was right when I said
this administration does not know
that we here in4lickman County are
in this world . ."
September 16, 1965
From The Sensing Corner: "As
for me, I wish Harry Lee (Waterfield)
was out of politics."
No man has worked more deva-
statingly than En l Sensing to make
his selfish wish come true.
LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS
THE NEWS weleasues expres-
sions from its readers. filueb
items ninA be signed but
name wW be emitted fres
regsseteL
Dear Jo:
Here is the latest on the Jimmy
Lawson Fund, for your paper this
week. We want to thank you for
your help, and I want to tell you
that your column expressed my
feelings, almost exactly. I don't
believe I had ever realized, as fully,
at least, what a good place Fulton
was to live. We do have our prob-
lems, but there is a whole lot of
good here, too.
Thanks again,
Lydia Waldrop
for the Woodside Fel-
lowship Class, CP
Church
The Jimmy Lawson Fund, start-
ed a short time ago, by the Weod-
side Fellowship Class of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church, now
stands at $1711.33. This was made
possible only by the generosity of
many wonderful people and organ!.
zations. Many area Churches have
given their support, and individual
contributions have come from all
the neighboring towns, as well as
Louisville, Kentucky and Clarks-
ville, Indiana.
Jimmy is at home and celebrat-
ed his birthday, Tuesday, Decem-
ber 7, and thanks to each person
who has contributed to the fund,
it was a happy birthday for the
whole Lawson family, knowing
that a large portion of the enor-
mous hospital bill, has been taken
care of.
Several organizations have ask-
ed that the fund be kept open
through the Christmas season, so
the class will continue to accept
contributions. 11 you or your group
would like to send a contribution,
it may be mailed to Mrs. Ned
Waldrop, The Jimmy Lawson
Fund, Fulton, Kentucky, or if you
are downtown, you may leave it
with Mr. Charles McMorris at
Baldridges or Mr. Guy Upton at
Fulton Hardware. You probably
have a member of the Woodside
Fellowship Class or a member of
the Cumberland -Presbyterian
Church in your own neighborhood
and they will be glad to take it for
you.
The Woodside Fellowship Class
would like to thank each and every
one, who has helped in any way,
to raise this fund. We know that
you have received a blessing, by
giving, and we wish you all a very
Joyous Christmas Season.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED
STATES
6 December 1965
Dear Mrs Westpheling:
It was indeed a pleasure to learn
that the third International Ba-
nana Festival was a tremendous
success and I deeply regretted
not being able to attend due to a
previous commitment.
Certainly hope that I will have
the opportunity to attend next
year's festival. In the meantime,
If I can be of assistance to you in
any way possible to further expand
your program, please feel free to
contact me.
With every good wish, I remain
Sincerely,
Richard Fulton
Member of Congress
FROM THE FILES:—
L. A
; Turaing Back The Clock—
Turning Back The Clock
December 7, 1945
Veterans of World Wars I and II gathered at the
American Legion cabin here on November 29 and en-
joyed a banquet meeting. William Scott, vice comman-
der, acted as toastmaster and Will Ed Shelton of May-
field, vice commander, was the guest speaker.
Robert Covington, proprietor of the City Meat
Market on State Line in South Fulton, has purchased
the Crockett Building next door to the South Fulton city
hall and has moved his market from its former location
next door to Fred Robertson's grocery.
Dr. J. C. Hancock, well known practicing physician,
has returned after 39 months in military service and
has reopened his office upstairs in the Cohn Building,
where he will resume his practice as ear, eye, nose and
throat specialist
South Fulton city election was held Tuesday, with
a light vote cast. D. A. Rogers, who was unopposed for
Mayor, received 35 votes. In the councilmen's race, T.
L. Bynum 33, Milton Counce 38, Virgil Davis 39, H. L.
Ferguson 39, Clyde Fields, 41, Abe Jolley 31, and S. N.
Valentine 30, with the result that the first six were
elected.
Miss Nell Bizzle, daughter of Mrs. Leland Adams
of Fulton, is listed in "Who's Who in American Colleges
and Universities." She is one oi twelve students listedfrom Murray College .
Clyde Rozzell, who has been away during the war,has returned to Fulton and opened a grocery store onEast State Line in the building formerly occupied byPickle's Grocery.
From Dukedom: The home of Mr. and Mrs. RichardCarter, on the Ben Winston farm, south of Dukedom,
was destroyed by fire Thursday of last week. Origin offire unknown, and all contents lost. Mr. Carter is a bro-ther of W. L. Carter of Fulton.
From Fulton, Route 3: E. C. Lowry and wife gave
a fish fry Saturday night to the following guests: Mrs.G. W. Brann, P. J. Brann and wife, B. H. Lowry and
wife, also Marshall Lowry
From Latham: Mr. and Mrs. Neal Jones, ArvalJones, Miss Sue Lockridge, Thomas Ray, Miss MarionLockridge and Bill Nanney attended the Grand OleOpry last Saturday night.
From Beelerton: Carl Bostick has purchased theEgbert Simmons farm and will move there. Egbert haspurchased the Harley Henderson farm.
From Pilot Oak: Virgil Rowland had the misfortuneSunday night to lose a fine mule. The mule ran intoClifton Austin's car, damaging the car very badly andbreaking the mule's leg and having to be killed.The stork visited Tremon Rickman's barn lastweek and left a sow the proud parent of 18 tiny pigs.
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Mr. and Mrs. Sam McCain and
• DETROIT NEWS family were at First Church Sun-
day evening. They are from Ala-
 bama.
Ptv Soy liseree
The weather here is cool and
raining - and a little snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wooten, of
Warren, Mich., spent the Thanks-
giving holidays with Jack's par-
ents, the J. D. Wootens, in Fulton.
- Mr. and Mrs. Euel Phelps visit-
ed his mother, Mrs. Ethel Phelps,
in Calvert City. She is 84 years
young and not feeling too well,
trouble with her eyesight.
Jim Garland's folks left Detroit
to go back home, after spending
. two weeks with him.
Mrs. Essie Turner spent ten days
with her daughter in Plymouth,
Virginia.
Hardy Lee McAlister and son
visited his mother, Mrs. Debbie
McAlister.
John Jacobs is at home now. He
had a nervous breakdown.
Mrs. Ann Jackson missed church
a few Sundays, was at home with
a bad cold.
Frances and Jack Phelps have
moved back home from Alexan-
dria, Va.
Mrs. Wallace Harting was home
with a cold.
Mrs. Opal Thomas is doing nice-
ly, after her eye operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Maurer spent
their 19th wedding anniversary
with friends and had dinner with
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hays, of Warren,
Mich.
Rev. Grady Walters held ser-
vices in chureh at Perry, Mich.,
while Mr. Euel Phelps was visit-
ing his mother.
J. D. Adams is still in new
Grace Hospital, not dohg so well.
Mrs. Ethel O'Connell is staying
with her daughter, Carneal, in
Warren. Mich., since her operation
and is feeling real good.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grayum
were in church Sunday morning.
On the Wednesday before
Thanksgiving the folks at Faith
Church had Thanksgiving dinner
after services.
Rev. Kenenth Brand held ser-
vices Sunday evening.
Rev. Donald Hessler is our pas-
tor Sunday mornings until we can
get a regular pastor.
The Christmas party for all ages
will be at First Church December
18 at 7 p. m.
Dave Davis, from Phoenix, Ari-
zona, won the bowling champion-
ship games and was presented
with a large trophy and $10,000
in cash, presented to him by Gov.
George Romney, of Michigan.
Miss Judy Phelps and Mr. Hec-
tor Vazquez will be married at 6
p. m., Saturday, December 11, in
First Church. Reception will fol-
low in the Fellowship parlors.
The icy road of 1-94 caused a bad
accident, with 25 cars involved.
Some of our members were in it,
got shook up a little, but not hurt.
Mrs. Mary E. White died sud-
denly Sunday at 4 p. m. Was only
sick two hours. Her funeral was
held at Hunter-Callender Funeral
Home and her remains were taken
to Springfield, Mo., for burial. All
her friends extend sympathy to her
husband, Wesley, and son, Steve.
Mrs. Queen Etter Vaughan, 90,
who was born in Hickman County,
Ky., September 10, 1875, passed
away on Sunday. Her body was at
Clyne's Funeral Home on Gratiot.
Burial was Thursday in Cadillac
Memorial Gardens East Cemetery.
She leaves 30 grandchildren, 79
great grandchildren and 8 great,
great grandchildren to mourn her.
One of her daughters, Margie Lee,
is a member of First Church. The
church and friends extend our
deepest sympathy to the family.
You are always welcome in
church. Why not stop in and renew
friendships. Until next time remem-
ber, a church is a hospital for sin-
ners, not a museum for saints.
We wish you all a very merry
Christmas and a happy and pros-
perous New Year.
Yee eat Witt Prime..
IF YOU LET
US DO
YOUR
CLEANING c
(Shirts lietiTA
Save Money, Tool
Mena Suits 9Sc
Ladles plain dres-
SOS 9SC
Mens Trousers
......
Finished Shirts
(hanger or fold-
ed 2Sc
shed, Tool)
HAPPY DAY CLEANERS
201 W. State Line Phone 479-9074
Greenfield Monument Works
IA Optima= U Imes
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons
reties
can 126
•
J. B. MANESS & SONS
amtialifil, Tem.
Greead'i•M
AD 1-221111
1
NOTICE
1966 Automobile
Licenses
Are Now On Sale Al The
County Court Clerk's Office
Dee Langford
County Court Clerk
Mr. and Mrs. Riddle
Forrest Riddles, Former Fulionians
Observe 50th Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest H. Riddle will celebrate
their Golden Wedding anniversary with open
house from 2 to 5 p. m., at their home, 327 Back-
usburg Road, Mayfield, Kentucky, on December
19.
Mr. and Mrs. Riddle were married in Decem-
ber 1915 in the Third Baptist Church in Owens-
boro, Ky., by the late Rev. Sam P. Martin.
They have two sons, Forrest Alton ofAlliance,
Ohio, where he and his wife are teachers, and Wil-
liam Hal of Hollywood, Calif., who is a movie, stage
and TV actor. They also have one grandson, Forrest
Alton, Jr., a pre-med student at the University of
Ohio.
Mr. Riddle, manager of the Southern Bell
Telephone Company in Fulton for 21 years, retired
in 1962, after having been with that company 47
years.
All friends are invited to attend the opEn
house.
3
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
December 10: Mark Caldwell
Fields, Donnie Green; December
11: Jane Graves, Jonell Ballew;
December 12: Dorothy Minor,
Mark Hayes Russell; December
13: Dorothy Freeman, Stanley
Jones, R. Q. Moss, Chuck Paw-
lukiewicz, Alice Wilson;
December 14: Harold Cashon,
Donna Joan Elliott, Mary Frances
Jones; December 15: Debbie Roz-
zell, Michale Hutchens; December
16: John D. Burrow, Carmen Gard.
iner, Leon Rose.
Shop Early For Christmas
resaf,te
Honest - to Goodness
HEAT
t/
.„
• Expertly Prepared • Washed
Clean • Laboratory Tested •
Free Burning • Easy to Fire
• Perfectly sized foe furnace,
sow*. maker.
City Coal Co.
—Phone 472-1150
Attorneys May
Handle Social
Security Matters
Applicants for social security
benefits were today reminded by
Charles Whitaker, District Man-
ager, Paducah, that they have the
right to be represented by an at-
torney or other qualified person of
their choice.
Whitaker stated this does not
mean a representative is required
or needed since most people handle
their social security affairs with
the help of social security person-
nel.
An attorney or other qualified
person chosen by the claimant may
represent him on all social security
matters except for signing the
claims application. The representa-
tive may request a reconsideration,
hearing, or Appeals Council re-
view; any notice or request sent
to the representative would have
the same effect as if sent to the
claimant. A copy of any decision or
determination will be sent to the
attorney or other representative
chosen by the claimant.
There are legal limitations on
the fee an attorney or other rep-
resentative may charge, Whitaker
pointed out. A person who is not an
attorney may not charge the clai-
mant any fee without prior approv-
al of the Social Security Adminis-
tration.
An attorney, without prior ap-
proval, may charge not more than
$20 for representing a claimant be-
fore the Social Security Adminis-
tration, and an additional $30 for
representation before a Hearing
Examiner or Appeals Council. Any
attorney who wishes to charge a
higher fee must secure the approv-
al of the Social Security Adminis-
tration.
Whitaker said the limitation on
fees is designed to protect the
rights of claimants while at the
same time allowing attorneys or
other representatives adequate
compensation for their services.
Claimants or others may obtain
more complete information by
writing or calling at the Social Se-
curity district office, 112 South 10th
Street, Paducah
Baseball's Pee Wee Reese,
chairman of Kentucky's 1966 Christ-
mas Seal Campaign, asks Ken-
tuckians to go to bat against tuber-
culosis and other respiratory dis-
eases by using Christmas Seals.
ilvdag11111:
OR EVERY HOME!
Yes Hoene gifts are the best, *specially when you choose them In • store that
knows. Tivase suggestions are for family gifts . big, important, and beautiful. Come
In and browse. We'll gladly hold your gift for future delivery.
---From Your
"MERRY CHRISTMAS
FURNITURE STORE"
Lay-A-Way! Now!
207 COMMERCIAL AVE.
Corn* to EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
for unusual styling, "different" furniture gifts
that you won't find elsewhere. Low prices, toe,
and budget terms . . . and remember, a gift fer
the home Is one that will keep on "giving" after
Christmas Is gone.
PHONE 472-1533
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I Biondie By Ch:5 Young
/..°Th'111* ..,
Diti6WOOD,1M DEAR1 YOU'VE
PERSUADED ALL OUR
NEIGHBORS TO USE MORE
CHRISTMAS SEALS THAN
EVER THIS YEAR!
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PROTECT YOUR HEALTH -"le
USN 04Ri6rt#Abs SEALS!
WE HAVE MOVED!
Now located on Broadway street in South
Fulton, in the former Connaughton clinic building.
Refrigerator, air conditioning and heating service
litclenn—noctric-le Refrigeration Cs.
New telephone: 479-2471
CLARICE .SHOP
Fulton, Ky.
• feel pretty...
- .,,t4,
ir -I
. .
feel
female
EiiuNi
,
..._...0
4,.. Atm 01. ••
• s For the luxury lover,
this dual
-layered nylon tricot
peignoir has lacy medallions
at neckline and trim of satin
piping. White mist, flame mist,
gold mist, blue mist,
apricot mist $15.00
Matching dual layered nylon
tricot hasshift gown
sprinkle of lace medallionsI and satin piping on shoulderVi straps and hemline. Matching
, 
colors in P-S-M-L $0.00
From
toiAlw.
the"Liaison Fit-Together" Collection
ano.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
December 8:
FULL V I EW HOSPITAL
Mrs. H. L. Hardy, Sol Hancock,
Miss Artie Robey, Miss Adele
Rhodes, Mrs. Nettie Gamblin,
Kenneth Lacewell, Mrs- Eine
Hicks, Mrs. Omar Smith, Stephen
Tate, Mrs. Charles Batts, Katie
Maddox, Fulton; Joel Griffith, Mrs.
Delbert Mulcahy, Mrs. Paul Roach,
South Fulton; Mrs. Clayton Kyle,
Mrs. Everett Dockery, Jr., Crutch-
field; Mrs. Jimmie Bivens, Aubrey
Copeland, Mayfield; Mrs. Larry
Wooten and baby, Water Valley;
Mrs. Mamie Lee, Martin; Velma
Hawks, Charlie McCall, Dukedom;
Mrs. Michael Stayton and baby,
Cayce; Mrs. William Clark, Wingo;
Jessie Baucom, La Center.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Ray Steele and baby, Mrs.
Warren Bard, W. A. Bethel, Mrs.
Fannie O'Nan, George James, Mrs.
Frank Allen, Rufus Sellars, C. A.
Patrick, Fulton; Herman Wade,
Lynnville; Mr. and Mrs. M. L.
Vaughn, Water Valley; Mrs. Laura
Wheeler, Dresden.
FULTON HOSPITAL
J. N. Wooten, Mrs. Norman
Fulcher and baby, Mrs. Anie Batts,
Reed Holmes, Mrs. Hunter White-
sell, J. H. Patterson, Rodney Mil-
ler, Fulton; Mrs. Jim Owens, Bill
Long, L. G. Moody, Mrs. Cantle
Felts, Mrs. Archie Hornsby, South
Fulton; John Thompson, James
Hicks, Mrs. Glynn Byrd, C. R.
Hall, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Frank
Sellars, Mrs. Grace Griffin, Route
2, Fulton; Loney Anderson, Mrs.
Loney Anderson, Reed Holman,
Route 3, Fulton; Vernon Milton,
Route 5, Fulton; C. M. Hornsby,
Hickman; J. E. Roper, Route 4,
Hickman; I. R. Jeffries, Mrs. Mar-
jorie Sons, Crutchfield; Mrs. A. G.
Campbell, Cayce; Mrs. Lloyd Car-
ter, Clinton; Mrs. Radie Price,
Route 1, Clinton; Mrs. Clifton In-
man, Route 3, Clinton; Patti Car-
ter, Wingo; Mrs. Leon Grissom,
Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Helen Jones,
Arlington; Randolph Moore, Bem-
is, Tenn.
News From Our
Boys In The
SERVICE
Airman Horace E. Stephens
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.—Airman
Horace E. Stephens, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joey C. Stephens of Rt.
2, Water Valley, Ky., has been se-
lected for training at Sheppard
AFB, Tex., as an Air Force air-
craft maintenance specialist.
The airman, a 1965 graduate of
Wingo (Ky.) High School, recently
completed basic training at Lack-
land AFB, Tex.
USS OICANOGAN (APA 220)—
Nov. 26—Boatswain's Mate Third
Class Carl W. Misher, USN, son
of Mr. and hrs. D. M. Misher of
225 W. Wade St., Fulton, Ky., has
returned to Long Beach, Calif.
aboard the attack transport USS
Okanogan, after a seven-month de-
ployment to the Western Pacific
with the U. S. Seventh Fleet's
amphibious forces.
The ship participated in the am-
phibious landings of three Marine
battalion landing teams at Qui
Nhon, Chu Lai and Da Nang, South
Viet Nam.
For his participation in these
landings, he was awarded the Viet
Nam Service Medal.
Slate's Travel
Program Wins
"World Award"
The Kentucky Department of
Public Information has won the an-
nual award of the Midwest Travel
Writers' Association for the "most
effective travel coverage of an
area in the world."
The department was cited for its
high quality travel photos and ar-
ticles ea its ingenuity in getting
the attOntion of travel editors. 'The
Society of American Travel Writ-
ers' Convention in Kentucky, ode
of the department's 1965 projects,
may never be equalled in perfec-
tion of arrangements, and IA ma:
terial sent out for travel
use before and since tlittAp-don," the commendation.
The meat:Ilion wili'l**Iifilltby Mho 'e Lou Mil*,
m issioner public
ind
depa el
ChicagoAni
Association president ,,and travel
editor of the DetroitNews, will
Present the, award.
Other award winners are: Amer-
ican Mr Lines for the moat
-original
travel promotion ideas -of leSli;
Pan American World Mr Ways for
most effective travel promotion' bY
a Common Carrier ,and Ganadien
Governmeut-Travel Bureau for
travel photo coverage of an area
of the world:
The awards are a result Of the
vote of the Members of tie'Asso-
ciation.
DA NANG, VIET NAM—Nov. 16
—Storekeeper Second Class Robert
G. Morgan, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Morgan of Route 2,
Water Valley, Ky., is serving at
Naval Support Activity, Da Nang,
Viet Nam.
The Naval Support Activity in
Da Nang was established as a re-
sult of increased requirements for
combat logistics support of opera-
tions in Viet Nam.
Approximately 3,500 Navy per-
sonnel are being assigned. Their
tasks will include off-loading ships
and handling supplies from razor
blades to roadirraders, aircraft
fuel and lubricants, and provisions
of all kinds, through the port of
Da Nang and over the beaches
from the demilitarized zone in the
north to Chu Lai in the south.
Eradication of TB involves a
major battle on many fronts.
Christmas Seals help provide am-
munition Jar the At
FRANKFORT - -.
LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov. Edward T. Broathitt
Some 14 years ago this month I
was looking forward with eager-
ness as well as inexperience to
my first term in the Kentucky
General Assembly as a freshman
member of the House of Represen-
tatives from Christian County.
Today, with the seine amount of
eagerness, but with considerably
more experience in both the legis-
lative and executive branches of
State government, I am getting
ready for my second regular oes-
sion as governor.
The 60-day, 1.966 bienial session
is scheduled to open January 4 af-
ter a pre legislative conference of
old and new members, and other
preliminaries such as budget
meetings, party caucuses, and a
stepped-up effort of the Constitu-
tion Revision Assembly to com-
plete by December 31 its draft of a
new document.
The Decemoer o-r pre-ieglalatieve
conference at Kentucky Dam Vil-
lage has a three-fold purpose. It
will provide an occasion for the 33
new representatives and eight new
senators to meet one another as
well as the 77 members of the
House ad 30 senators who have
had previous service.
Besides giving the new members
a short course in legisaltive pro-
cedure and lessons in the drafting
of bills and resolutions, it also will
give me the opportunity to outline
for them some of the more press-
ing legislation contemplated by the
administration.
Of topmost importance, of
course, at all regular sessions is
the bill which allocates funds from
anticipated revenue for operation
of the State and its services dur-
inethe succeeding two years. This
is known as the budget bill and
it is presented to the legislators
for action as soon as feasible after
Its many details have been worked
out.
The $1.4 billion two-year budget
under which the State now operates
is the highest on record in Ken-
tucky. The size this year depends
on total tax money expected. Most
State departments are seeking
larger appropriations. These will
have to be cut to fit the revenue
yet to be estimated. Every Ken-
tuckian should know by now that
I have kept and intend to keep my
pledge of no increase in taxes.
Two years of my term as gover-
nor will have passed when the
General Assembly convenes next
month and I am proud of some of
our administrative achievements.
High on the list is passage by an
almost unbelievable majority of
the $176 million State bond issue
for highways and other capital
construction. I further see general
endorsement of my stewardship in
the broad approval given by trot-
cis in the recent legisL tive con-
tests.
I do not labor under the delusion,
however, that all is done that must
be done. Kentucky still has Much
unfinished business. In transaction
of some of this, all may agree, but
on other items there will be a di-
vision of opinion. Controversy, or
not, I do not intend to be deterred
in the least from fighting with all
my might for the god of our state
and its citizens now and in the fu-
ture.
Certain matters relating to high-
way safety may be controversial
but we must continue our cam-
paign against the senseless slaugh-
ter that claims more lives Min
year than the war it Viet Nam.
Stricter strip and auger mining
regulations go into effect this
month but we need a law on the
books for greater protection of our
natural resources- I am continuing
my fight to ban illegal pinball ma-
chines from Kentucky.
Legislation in the "must" cate-
gory is a State civil-rights law to
supplement the Federal law and
guarantee to every Kentuckian his
rights as a human hr regardless
of the color- of his
To put a Kentucky civil-rights
law on the Kentucky state books,
I will work with our Human
Rights Comsnissiaa to draft • mea-
sure that will asuman Kentuck-
ians equal job oppettunitiep and
equal access to plates. of puha ac-
commodation. I will meet with rep-
resentatives of both political part-
ies to work out details and generate
bipartisan support for this bill. I
will do all in my power for its
passage.
,Iretty is as pretty does" is thesaying. Christmas Seals look
pretty and they do pretty magni-
ficent things too—like fighting TB
and other respiratory diseases.
That's Right
IT'S A FACT
PURE
MILK
BOILED
CUSTARD
IS THE BEST
During The Coming Holiday Season
- - - Why Not Give Yourself And
Your Family A Treat With
PURE MILK CO. BOILED CUSTARD
• 
. 804044116 .dhut  .
TS. 
z . 
SUCIAll 500$.
ASO VANILLIN, As ARTIVICIAI, PLAVOR
ANINFOOAL 001011 Ani0.
The Company That Introduced The Boiled Custard To The Dairy Industry.
ALL STAR
DAIRIES
The Country's FAVORITE!
DAIRY FOODS
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STOP Ceti /VINYL' DRAFTS
0•17 90$ eq. Td•
et Hareem,* * Lateltm, Seaton Ihmeyerhare
tyrs TO MEET!
Twin City Barracks No. 2352 of
World War I Veteratui will have
their Christmas party tonight
(Thursday) at 6:30 at the One and
All Club. Wives of the members
will be guests.
Liacurlous
stockings by
Metter's* ...
stretch, Contrece,
Support Sheers—
a fashion fair of
styles. Even o
bool would be
within,your budget.
Letter From Washington
by
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
The visit of Princess Margaret
and Lord Snowden caused a great
deal of excitement in Washington.
This town is used to visiting digni-
taries, but I think what got every-
body so wound up was the advance
pulilicity that our royal guest was
only interested in gay, young,
bright, swinging people, and that
she would be provided with same.
Official Washington began to won-
der if they had any of those char-
acteristics. Frankly, I was extreme-
ly gratified and pleased that we
were invited to the White House
dinner.
We got back from Kentucky the
day before, and the first event was
Mrs. Humphrey's, Mrs. Mans-
field's, Mrs. Dirksen's, and Mrs.
Edward Kennedy's tea for the
Princess at Mrs. Kennedy's house
in Georgetown. I know the house
well because it was lent to us by
a friend of my husband's when we
came back from India and our
house was still being rented. The
dining room, drawing room and li-
brary are all on the same floor
and there was plenty of room for
about 90 Senate and Cabinet wives.
Joan Kenendy was delighted to
have it at her house because it
gave her an excuse to recover a
tired sofa and two chairs in canary
yellow. It was a big day for yel-
low. The Princess and Joan wore
yellow dresses and so did Joan's
little boy and girl who bowed and
curtsied to the Printess at the end
of the party.
We met in the drawing room
where there was much muttering
among the ladies, "Art you g0
to keep on your 'right 
gi 
When the musicians who were
standing in the hall gave a roll of
the drums, we thougt it was the
royal party arriving, but our pr*
ty, blonds' hostess announced ner-
vously, n.hate to say this " but I
think we a.4 had better form a line
in the dining room. Just introduce
yourself to the Princess, 'I'm Joan
Kennedy of Massachusetts.'" This
unlikely statement was greeted by
a shout of laughter from the Sed-
ate wives because none of us has
any resemblance to Joan Kennedy.
After the Princess arintved with
her ladies in waiting, wrmid a
line, went the• g room
Each box contains
4 large rolls
CHRISTMAS
Wrapping Paper
2 Boxes $1
Tie at Wallet Sets
or
Tie & Belt Sets
$1 Set
PLARIC
Pull To
2F $1
Large
Metal
Friction
Selection!
Toys
$1
18-Inch
DOLLS
$1
Nurses.
etc.)
13-oz. CANS
Spray Snow
White and colors
2 Cans $12 For(Doctors,Cowboys,2 For
Potted,
Poinsettias
$1.00
Artificial Cannon All
Blankets
70 x
$2.00
-rayon
90
Lint-free terry
Kitchen Towels
3 For $1
8-0z. Plastic
Tumblers
24 For $1.00
L-P CHRISTMAS
ALBUMS
•$2
Large assortment
Glassware
Ideal for gifts
$1 and $2$1 and
W midi. Dollar Store
FULTON, KY. HICKMAN, KY.
MRS. COOPER
and were all presented. As Mrs.
Stuart Symbol.* of Missouri and
I happened te.be last in line, we
were asked to sit down and join the
Princeli is a Cup of tea. She has
remarkable very, very blue eyes,
delicious pink and white skin and
a precise littiellagllsh voice.
After the tea was over, I hurried
home to Join our Ambassador to
Great Britain and Mrs. Bruce who
were staying with us for the week.
Evangeline Bruce and I then turn-
ed into boarding school girls and
had a great time consulting with
each other on ei'hat dress, coat,
earrings to wear. We even had the
hair dresser mate to put the final
bac
beekaaril Valjegrim a very
y on ouT , ds
day. In other words, we did Our
level best to look our very best.'
, We all welt 4 the White House
wa with the other
• E Room for the
and Royal party to be
anneuiseed. They stood in line
while we were all presented. The
Princess was wearing a shocking
pink dress with a matching jacket,
both beaded around the neck and
sleeves. She also wore a diamond
necklace and earrings, but no
tiara.S.rs. Johnson was in emerald
green glid had her dark hair up,
which was a very becoming style.
This vr.s a special occasion for the
Johnsons, as it was their 31st wed-
ding aganiversary.
Swift Company
Fetes Thacker,
And Employees
The spacious dining room at the
Park Terrace Restaurant was the
scene of early Christmas decor as
the employes of the local Swift &
Company plant held their annual
Christmas dinner Tuesday, Novem-
ber 30, 1965. Interwoven into the
normal activities of the dinner
party, an Appreciation was express-
ed to A. Brown Thacker for his 36
years of service to Swift & Com-
pany. He was presented a scrap
book containing cards expressing
personal well
-wishes and congra-
tulations from various employes of
Swift dg Company. These cards
were from former fellow-workers,
department heads in Chicago of-
fice and Vice-Presidents of Swift lig
Company.
The guests then proceeded to the
dining room where 140 were seated
at tables of 10. Each place was
set with the Truman china and
silver gilt service that was brought
from France by President Monroe
in 1817. Small bamboo silver gilt
containers on each table held ar-
rangements of lavender heather,
yellow and white daisies, pink, red
and yellow roses, dahlias, and ru-
brum lilies. The menu consisted of
pompano amandine, roasted squab
stuffed with wild rice, artichoke
bottoms filled with pureed peas and
carrots; then salad, Brie cheese,
and finally praline glace. It
couldn't have been more delicious.
I sat next to the Secretary of De-
fense and a young man from Time
Magazine. Also at the table were
Mrs. Connally of Texas, Mrs.
Mary Lasker and Mrs. Vanderbilt
of New York. At dinner when the
President toasted Princess Mar-
garet, he also gave Lord Snowden
some husbandly advice. "I've
learned that only two things are
necessary to make your wife hap-
py. First, let her think she is hav-
ing her way, and second, let her
have it."
A presentation of a portable AM.
FM Radio was made to Mr. Thack-
er by contributions from Swift &
Company employes, including vice-
presidents.
After a buffet dinner door prizes
of Swift's butterball turkeys were
awarded to James Wilhaucks,
Vernon McAlister, Mrs. J. 0.
Johnson all of Fulton and Mrs.
Franklin Smith of Evansville, In-
diana.
William J. McCarthy, who re-
cently transferred to Fulton as
manager from Montivedeo, Minne-,
sota, acted as master of cere-
monies.
Mr. McCarthy, his wife Jeane
and children Jimmy and Patricia
Ann are presently making their
home in Country Club Courts until
their house, being constructed in
Deepwood, is ready for occupancy.
The group of 75 present enjoyed
the- buffet diner and as a finale
was presented one-half gallon of
Swift's Candy Cane Ice Cream to
take home for family enjoyment.
Out of town guests present were
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Smith,
Evansville, Inditna; Wayne Land,
Dexter, Missouri and Grady Jack-
son, Jackson, Tennessee. Other
guests were retired and pensioned
employes, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Thacker, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wolfe,
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon McAlister
and Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Carney.
After dinner, back to the East
Room where small tables had been
added and Peter Duchin's Orches-
tra was in full swing. Everyone
wondered whether the President
would dance after lila recent ill-
ness, but he was the first on the
floor with Princess Margaret and
they did a sedate fox trot, while
Lord Snowden, who is a very snap-
py dancer, twirled Mrs. Johnson
around the floor.
I was glad to see John Eisen-
hower and his wife and a whole
covey of Rockefellers including the
New York Governor, all dancing
with each other's wives. Mrs.
Rockefeller's diamond necklace
was grander than Princess Mar-
garet's. And the new Mrs. Henry
Ford, very brown with a long
braid of hair down her back at-
tracted almost as much attention
as Princess Margaret. The Prin-
cess didn't do any of the fast rhy-
thm dance's, but Mrs. Ford was
dancing every number at a frantic
pace. Lord Snowden danced to all
of the Beetle music and did a
dashing number with tiny Mrs.
Valenti, wife of the Presidential as-
sistant.
All together, it was the gayest
and prettiest party ever Held for a
foreign visitor in the White House,
and I was glad that as long as
there were only two members of
the Senate represented, they were
Senator Pell of Rhode Island and
yo be Awl irefittieky Swim:
Give a gift of health this Christ-
mas. Give to Christmas Seals.
They fight TB and other respira-
tory diseases.
Pea Wes Reese, Louisvills, chairman of Kentucky's 1%5 Christmas
Seal Campaign, paid a pre-Christmas visit to Hazelwood State TB Hos-
pital recently and presented a baseball bat to two-year old Kevin Gains,
Glisten, Ky., a patient there. Reese, a former Brooklyn Dodger star,
does baseball telecasts with Dizzy Dean.
To You - - -
'Tisn't long before Christmas,
So all through the day -
We are putting our liveliest
Gifts on display.
You'll find sparkle and beauty,
which is just right for you
And your friends, big or little,
And, of course, flowers, too!
We hope you will come
to
Christmas Open House
And browse through all the
different rooms
On Sunday, December 12th
From. 1 p. m. 'til 5p. m.
Scott's Floral Shoppe
Carr & Commercial
Where it's so-o-o- easy to park
Door Prizes
_
PARK TERRACE
SIPIECLIPIJLS
For an evening of relaxation, with delightful
organ music, dine at the Park Terrace Restau-
rant
Friday, Saturday and Sunday throughout
December will be our
$1.00 SPECIAL NIGHTS
Your choice of fish, chicken or spaghetti
for only $1.00.
While at the Park Terrace, why not pick
up that SPECIAL GIFT for teh wife, husband
or children. . . or special friend. (We gift-
wrap free!). The Park Terrace has the largest
tock in west Tennessee or Kentucky. So
shop now; you may "charge it" or place it in
our lay-away plan.
Here are a few suggestions from our gift
shop: cut crystal — jewelry — comb and mir-
ror sets — unique light fixtures and lamps —
wall mirrors — pictures — cigarette sets —
hundreds of brass and glass items — antiques
— flower arrangements — and we have LOTS
of items for men, and youngsters!
We also have genuine antiques in glass
and wood.
They will ktiow that you "care" — when
they leam Vat it came from the Park Terrace.
Park Terrace Restaurant & Gift Shop
South Fulton. T4nn-
rsta.N11.4141,.11
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MULCH TILLAGE PAYS
In much of our area there is a
move toward minimum tillage.
This means stirring cropland very
little.
Mulch tillage is a form of mini-
mum tillage. Row crops are plant-
ed directly in cover crops, estab-
lished sods, or crop residues with-
out land preparation. This is simi-
lar to 'wheel track' '.planting in
some areas.
This new system benefits in many
ways. It saves time and labor in
extremely busy seasons, and con-
serves soil and moisture. Soil tilth
is improved by using crop residues,
. • 
S. P. MOORE & CO.
- Ar Wad Linoleum,
—Vinyl and Tile.
—D3wee Carpel:1r z
—Upholstering. Modern
Antique
thus maintaining organic matter
and better working conditions for
soil bacteria. Since there is no
land preparation, planting takes
place when you would normally be
plowing. In a small grain field,
planters would follow your com-
bine.
Mulch tillage was first practiced
in 1961 by Mr. Ben Taylor of For-
rest County, Miss., in cooperation
with the local Soil Conservation
Service. Mr. Taylor's first step was
to bush hog corn stalks in a vetch
cover crop. Next, with a mulch
tillage plow, he prepared a rough
seedbed, applied fertilizer and
seed in one operation. A yield of
over 100 bushels of corn per acre
was realized, after only two culti-
vations. Following crop, winter oats
yielded 60 bushels per acre. Soy-
beans were next, yielding 42 bu-
shels per acre.
In 1965, Mrs. W. P. Travis, of
Forrest County, Miss, became in-
terested in mulch tillage farming.
She was encouraged by the Soil
Conservation Service to plant corn
on 6 year old Bahia Grass sod.
Soil samples were taken and re-
commendations made for an appli-
cation of 400 pounds 13-13-13 and
side dressed with 400 pounds am
monist nitrate per acre.
Corn was planted in Bahia sod
with a mulch tillage planter and
fertilized in the same operation.
This crop was cultivated twice dur-
ing the growing season. Sept. 23,
1965 a yield of 106.5 bushels per
acre was recorded. It had a mois-
ture contest of 17 percent.
Many farmers who have seen
mulch tillage practices are buying
necessary equipment to convert
their operation.
Shop Early For Christmas
with a PCA LOAN . . .
•
. . GIVE A FAMILY GIFT
THIS CHRISTMAS
Formers use PCA loons to make possible
those long lasting family gifts like o new
Refrigerator, Food Freezer. Rang*.
Washer, Drier . or even o brand new
kitchen. Use a low cost PCA loan with
repayment set up to suit your own situa-
tion to give a gift the whole family will
enjoy
PCA lathes* Cost is LOW Yee poy sely
as Simple Werth* Aimed es the echoed
tithe yos use the nothey bowed loops is
sods dollar one day It Is repaid
"You'll Do Better with PCA—
Farsoor-Osousd los Farmer Ilse."
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone masa
Leslie: Gilts foe
the Family
WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 453-5141
ATTENTION
Air - Cured Tobacco Growers
We are now accepting tobacco for pre-
Christmas Sales on
Monday, December 13
Thursday, December 16
Monday, December 20
There will be no more sales on this type tobacco
until after New Year
J. B. Humphries
Warehouse Nos. One and Two
James Alexander, conservation officer for the Depart ment of Fish and Wildlife stands stop Ihe truck that
brought the shipment of deer to Fulton County Monday afternoon. The photo, by Adefle Services of Union
City, shows a scared little deer, leaving the truck and scampering into Ni. eroods.
OBION COUNTY
OBION COUNTY ONE OF TEN-
NESSEE'S I. - RCEST ORCHARD
COUNTIES
The Annual Convention of the Ten-
nessee Horticulture Society held in
Obion County last week was highly
successful. Of course, we have al-
ways known that we have the best
soil resources in Tenessee in Obion
County, and we enjoyed very much
listening to the large number of
people that had never been in 0-
bion County talking about how well
adapted the soil in our area is to
production of almost any crop.
While talking with Dr. Don Wil-
liams, Horticulturist for the Uni-
veristy of Tennessee, we started
adding up the acres of commercial
apples and peaches in Obion Coun-
ty. Although we only have about 12
commercial orchards in Obion
County, the acreage of fruit is over
325 acres. According to Dr. Wil-
liams, be knows of no other county
in Tennessee that has this many
acres of commercial fruit produc-
tion.
Mr. Frank Street, one of the
most respected peach producers
in the United States, was very
high in his praise of the Jack
Flippin Apple and Peach Orchards.
Very seldom do we ever see peach
trees, such as Jack and Evan Flip-
pin have, with as much growth
and so well shaped and cared
for at three years of age.
GOOD LOOKING VETCH FIELD
If you want to see a beautiful
field of Vetch, just look at Mr. J.
T. Weatherspoon's Vetch field on
Highway 45W about a mile south
of Union City. The amazing thing
about this field of Vetch is that on
part of the field from 10 to 12 feet
of dirt was removed last summer
to use in a land fill job.
Mr. Weatherspoon followed soil
test recommendations as close as
possible in fertilising the Vetch
and it looks as if the fertilization
has really paid. Due to the large
amount of top soil removed Mr.
Weatherspon was amazed at how
little fertilizer was recommended.
Soil testing is the best guide as to
how much and what kind of fer-
tilizer to apply to any crop.
ANNUAL MEETING LIVESTOCK
ASSOCIATION NEXT MONDAY
NIGHT
The Annual meeting of the mem-
bers of the Obion County Livestock
Association will be held next
Monday night, 7:00 p. m., Decem-
ber 13 in the Cafeteria of Obion
County Central High School at
Troy, according to Mr. Knox Dan-
iels, president of the association.
The association has a membership
of over 200 at the present time.
Mr. P. H. White, Jr., who is
President of the Tennessee Live-
stock Association, will be the main
speaker. Three Directors and Of-
ficers of the Association will be
elected.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
December 11 - Ames Plantation -
Angus Bull Sale.
December 13 - Anual Meeting -
Obion County Livestock Associa-
tion.
December 14 Feeder Pig Sale -
Lexington.
December 15 Feeder Pig Sale -
Brownsville.
Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
ATICINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR TOUR
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-13.51 296 MAIN STREET
FULTON. KENTUCKY
• DUKEDOM RT. 2
Mrs. 0. P. Taylor
Rev. Norman Crittenden filled
his appointment at Bethlehem
Sunday at 11 a. m. Several visitors
attended, they are always wel-
come.
Dow Gilliam is home from the
hospital, where he spent several
days.
Mr. and Mrs. All Cunningham
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
McGuire Thursday night.
Mrs. Heath, of Dukedom, has
gone to Detroit to spend the win-
ter with some of her children.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor
were Friday night guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Yates.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett,
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Oliver and
Todd of Lone Oak, and Mr. and
Mrs. Thurmon Eubanks and fami-
ly of Wingo were Sunday dinner
guests of Mrs. Hattie Puckett, of
Pilot Oak.
Mrs. Tremon Rickman went
shopping in Fulton Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews and
Mrs. Matthews' sister called on
the A. A. McGuire* Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weems
and son of New Jersey visited his
mother, Mrs. Ruth Weems, and
other relatives here last week.
They left for home Saturday morn-
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor had
as their Sunday guests three of
their grandchildren, Renee, Rhon-
da and Robin Scott of Loan Oak.
Mrs. Harry Yates spent a fey
days last week in Hillview Hos-
pital. She's feeling some better
now.
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Ar.fennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-9643
Yonl/ Say they're delicious'
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street Fulton. KT.
Yellowstone
outsells
every other
Bourbon
in Kentucky.
(145
of them)
nifSei!?„
Kentucky Streight Bourbon. go Proof a t00 Proof Bottled-la-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Ca. Louisville. Kentucky.
Bottled under the authority of The Tip Corp. of America
Mountain
Dew°
It's G000d!
wag. Mow, ,
441100 tat MAME
T.4 VP earrieW
dt1cAtuf
01965 The TIP CORP.
BOTTLED BY THE PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF FULTON
"WNW
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Km Carey maws
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
the past Sunday at 11 a. m. It was
on Wednesday night, November 24,
preceding the mdi-week prayer
service, that the church gave Pas-
tor and Mrs. Rodgers an old-fash-
ioned "pounding". They received
many kinds of delectable food,
canned, preserved, jellies, sugar,
coffee and numerous quantities
were bestowed upon the beloved
pastor and wife. They are most
grateful to all who had a part.
Mrs. Inez Vincent has returned
to her home in Pilot Oak section,
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Grover True.
Mrs. Pete Chambers continues to
improve at her home near here,
since she was dismissed from Bap-
tist Hospital a week ago, although
she is up only a portion of the
time.
Mr. and Mrs. Huse McGuire re-
turned home, after a three-weeks
stay with their aunt, Mrs. Maud
Vincent, in Dukedom, due to her
illness. Mrs. Vincent is now im-
proving, to the delight of many of
her friends.
Farmers continue to class and
strip tobacco over this area and
some of the weed is now ready for
market and the early sales.
Congratulations to Rev. and Mrs.
Dallas Hemphill, Union City, who
celebrated their Golden Wedding
on Sunday afternoon, December 5,
at their home. Relatives and
friends, who are many, called to
extend all good wishes to this
lovable couple. They received
many useful and attractive gifts.
Refreshments were served through-
out the afternoon.
On next Sunday morning the
Adult Ladies Sunday School class
of New Salem Baptist Church will
meet with Mrs. James McClure at
her home in Dukedom at 10 a. m.
Mrs. McClure hasn't been able to
attend Sunday School, due to the
illness of her mother, for several
weeks, so this class has planned to
attend their class in the McClure
home. A gesture worth their ef-
forts.
We extend Get-Well wishes to
Velva Hawks, Sr., who has been a
patient in Hiliview Hospital for the
past two weeks. We hope he will
soon be restored.
Sunday visitors of Grant Bynum
and Margrett were children, Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Mathis and daugh-
ters, Sammie Jane, Liz and Becky
Lynn, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum
and children, Gloria Ann and Hal,
and their father, Rev. T. T. Har-
ris.
Paul Jones Frields, of Hopkins-
ville, spent the past week end at
home near Cuba. He is improved
since entering the hospital some
three weeks ago and goes back for
some further treatment. Re is the
youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Athel Frields, and friends over this
area wish for the young man a
most speedy recovery. He is a
student at the University of Ken-
tucky, working for his Master's
degree, teaching and attending
classes at night.
We extend congratulations to Mr.
and Mrs. Dave Wharton (nee
Nancy Matthews) on the birth of
a baby son, named William Brian,
born Sunday, November 28. The
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Will Matthews.
Jessie Meadows, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Meadows, was married
to Miss Donna Vaughn, of Clinton,
on Wednesday, November 24. We
wish for them many happy years
together.
Mrs. Allie Matthews is recuperat-
ing from a broken hip at the home
of her son, Will Matthews and
wde, after having been hospital-
ized in Paducah and Fulton hos-
pitals for several weeks.
Mrs. Willard Brasure was return-
ed to the Baptist Hospital in Mem-
phis last week for a check-up. •
Kenenth Earl Hastings was re-
cently dismissed from Hillview
Hospital in Fulton.
Brad Boggess has been hospital-
ized in Hillview Hospital for a
couple of weeks. He was dismissed
Monday.
Miss Vick Ferguson was confin-
ed several days recently with the
measles.
George Oldham, a resident of
the Ruthville-Chestnut Glade com-
munity for many years, but now
residing in Fulton, is a patient in
Hillview Hospital.
Mrs. Mayme Lee, also a resident
of the Ruthville-Chestnut Glade
community, is hospitalized in
Hillview Hospital.
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell was con-
fined to her bed for several days
recently with a heart ailment, but
has returned to her employment in
Dresden.
We wish for all our sick a rapid
recovery from their illnesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Haynie and
Jerry, of Paoli, Indiana, visited
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Meadows, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Sillman
and Mrs. Lucille Skagins, all of
St. Louis, spent last week end with
their mother, Mrs. Fon Brasure.
In 1964 nearly 2,000 new, active
cases of tuberculosis were reported
In Kentucky. You can help reduce
that number by contributing for
Christmas Seals. Christmas Seal
contributions fight tuberculosis.
Merry gift idea
for everyone on your Christmas list
Mom. Dad. Sister Sue.
Brother. Bob.
Your teen-age niece, Sally.
Aunt Mary. Uncle Ralph.
Grandma and Grandpa.
Extension phones make wonderful gifts.
For everyone.
(What else that costs so little
could bring them so much pleasure?)
Southern Belt
First In A Series
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
W. T. BARNES
Pastor
The First Methodist Church of Fulton, Kentucky
IT'S A PREACHING CHURCH
• Sincere Dynamic Messages
• Pastoral Ministry
• Christian Counsel in your problems
• Christian leadership
IT'S A FRIENDLY CHURCH
• You will enjoy the friendly welcome
• Inspiring spiritual atmosphere
IT'S A BUSY CHURCH
• Active growing Sunday School
• A live and appealing Youth Program
• A busy Woman's Society of Christian Service
• A Graded Program of Music; Choir School
IT'S A GROWING CHURCH
• Evangelistic and warm hearted
• Constant growth in Sunday School and membership
IT'S A TEACHING CHURCH
• Competent staff of teachers
• Best materials to present thorough Bible study
IT'S A MISSIONARY CHURCH
• Steady expanding program of missions
SUNDAY
9:45 A. M. Sunday School
10:50 A. M.
5:00 P. M.
6:00 P. M.
Morning Worship
Vesper Service
Youth Fellowship
THURSDAY
3:00 P. M. Graded Choirs
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 4724313
Rico Insurance Agency, Inc.
S.. us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St. Phone 472-1341
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Puiton, Ky. Phone 472-3311
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E C. C.
"Live Better Electrkally"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 472-1471
Henry I. Siegel Company. Inc.
Fulton and South Pulten
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our book your bank
Hickman, Ky. Plume 234-2455
Hornbeak Funeral Home
Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 Carr St. Dial 472-1412
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 1371
Hemphill Cities Service Staten
Tires, Bettoriee, minor repairs
Broadway St. Mane 472-073
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Peden Reports
New $90,000
Plant In Slate
State Commerce Commissioner
Katherine Peden has announced
that the Aer-O-Flow Corporation of
Cincinnati has started construction
of a $90,000 manufacturing plant in
the Northern Kentucky Industrial
Foundation Park at Florence.
J. E. Jump, president of 40-
Flow, said the 7,200 squalirioot
plant will produce sewage disposal
units. It will be built on a five-acre
tract purchased from the Northern
Kentucky Industrial Foundation.
The facility will begin operations
with about 20 employees and plans
call for future expansion.
The Aer-O-Flow Corporation
plant will be the eleventh industrial
facility constructed within the foun-
dation park.
Teal We Have The
Gamine
Steam Whidow icus
DOLLAR STORE
Lake Street Fulton
Transparent
Plastic
STORM
WINDOW
KIT
I
fira oat
Pt Aunt Suitt • Plitt. Megtosaso • Haat
Illicit ON  
A. C. Butts 81 Sus
E. State Line Phone 4724731
WE 14AVE THE GENUINE
QUALITY
WINDOW
MATER IA IS
HOLD IN NUT. KEEP OUT COLD
emu.. IN glom, — At Mem
onwavttocms.14,,ht.closur•s
r •
• LEKO•GLASS
LASS-0-NET
.!3WYR.O.GLAS
SCREEN-GLASS
FLEXOPANE
A. HUDDLESTON CO.
Main Street Phone 472-3323
KEEPS OUT COLD,
HOLDS IN HEAT,
Saves up to 40% on fuel
24ir STOP to--L-T DRAFTSswum. I
mi120$
611411.
• IACI ON
MIS VONOOWI,
DOON A KOONS
WESTERN AUTO
2111 Lake Phone 472-1774
P
117
„
'SP'
- HUNG UP
TEM WINTER
411,
Ilititi.P.
Don't wait until it's too late to
make some really low-cost
storm windows. Do it NOW
with Warp's EASY-ON Storm
Window Kits. Each kit contains
a sheet of clear plaatk 36" x 72.
18 ft. of fiber molding and 85
nails. Ready to tack up . . . a
complete storm window. EASY.
ON ... America's most popular
window kit . . . is only 8001 at
3-our ices! dealer.
JACK GRAY—
tcostisued from Pape One)
way, bothod which will be carried
out unde.-6644111Wstration of the
First District Office.
"Charles Henry had been trans-
ferred to Paducah II District Engi-
neer from a position in Louisville
because of At talents as a design
engineer at tisk thee Mr. Gray was
brought to Frankfort. When he re-
signed Noveenber 1 to accept a
position with the U. S. Bureau of
Public Roads, the Department of
Highways thought keenly that
someone should be put in charge
of the Paducah Office with similar
talents In the area of location and
design. Mr. Gray spent most of his
career in the Highway Department
in connection with location and de-
K I NGSWAY CHANGES HANDS
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Fegner of
Davenport Iowa have purchased
the Kingsway Motel from Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Lohaus, The News learn-
ed this week. The change-over was
effected last week and the Feg-
ners are now operating the Motel,
which is located on West Parkway
here. The Lohaus family will con-
tinue to make their home in Ful-
ton; they have just purchased a
new home in Deepwood subdivi-
sion.
CLASSIFIED ADS
IV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE MIN. CO.
Fulton, Ky. Phone 4724563
DEWEY JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All types of Insurance
"Covering Everythhig"
422 Lake St.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
chine and -electric floor polishei
and electric vacuum cleaner. Es
change Furniture Co.
EXECUTOR'S NOTICE: All per-
sons having claims against the es-
tate of Mrs. Annie G. Moore, de-
ceased, are notified to file their
claims, verified according to law,
with the undersigned within the
deadline prescribed for law for
such filing. Joe D. Davis, executor
for the estate of Mrs. Annie G.
Moore, Fulton, Ky.
CARD OF THANKS
Please accept my heartfelt
thanks for your kind expressions of
sympathy during the illness and
death of my wife. To all those who
sent flowers and food, and for your
help at home; to the doctors and
nurses at the Fulton Hospital, I
shall always be grateful.
William James Tuffield
Fulton, Route Four
FLEX'04.0.S11
• CRYSTAL CLEAR
• CUT,TACK, SEW or SEAL
• HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS A OUTDOORS
POOP MIMI WUt 1111•IOCTOIS
INCLOWINIS 111111011116
Builder's Supply, Inc.
Oety
900
Sq. Yd.
$11 hob while
1,1111111f II
501 Walnut Phone 472-1434
TOR Qualify
WINDOW MATERIALS
FLOW-GLASS
GLASS-0.NET
WYR.0-GLASS
SCREEN-GLASS
FLEX-0-PANE
Fulton Hdwo. & Fuzz. Co.
2N Lake St. Me.. 472.1101
sign. ir •,ee tion to that, he estab-
lished an excellent record in the
Paducah District in his relations
with officials and other persons in
the District and as an overall ad-
ministrator. For this reason, it
was felt that it would be to the
best interest of the Department for
him to take over the District Engi-
neer's Office again It is most un-
fortunate that he cannot be divided
into two persons because he is and
has been performing an outstand-
ing job in his position at Frank-
fort."
George Walker has been acting
as District Engineer since Mr.
Henry's resignation. He will return
to his posidos as Assistant Direc-
tor of the Division of Maintenance
at Frankfort.
The Department of Highways
has been increasingly transferring
to the District Office details of
administration of its various pro-
grams, Commissioner Ward said.
"Because of this, it is vitally
important that there be in each of
the districts an outstanding ad-
ministrator as District Engineer.
Certainly Jack Gray fits into this
category."
Gray, 48, is a native of Livings-
ton County, where he joined the
Department of Highways in 1S33.
Other than his duties
- 
Assistant
Commissioner and as t Engi-
neer at Paducah, Oral has held
the following positions with the
Department since his initial em-
ployment: draftsman, party chief,
office engineer, assistant zone
engineer, principal assistant dig-
planning and right-of-way, and ork
special assignment in the office of
the State Highway Engineer.
Gray attended 'Beloit College in
Wisconsin while in the Army, and
is a registered professional engi-
neer. He is married to the former
Ruby Rudd of Livingston County.
The couple has a 20-year old dau-
ghter, Carolyn, who is a Junior at
trict engineer in charge of design, Centre College.
JANE PARKER LIGHT
Fruit Cakes
Over 2/3 Fruit & Nuts
14 Lb. 3-Lb. SAL
$149 $295 $399
Pi_e Cherry (Save 16039cEa. 
Donut (Save 6*) ..„ .290Bolls , C/f 6 
Bread  Bui‘2td. With  11"Lbf. 23°
Brownies
Cookieshi42-L790
r
SUPER RIGHT 7 RIB CUT
Pork Loins
Loin End , Lb 594
Whole Loin Lb 634
Loin Half Loin Lb 694
Rib Half Loin L., 590
Pork Cube Steak..., 894 lb.
A&P APPLE SAUCE (GRADE A) Delicious With Pork 71-Lb' Cans $1.00 I
Pork Cho SUPER RIGHTpsCENTER CUT
Whole Fryers Ul 14 S PDE ACTED • ••
Fish Sticks NEW POLE STARHEAT-H-EAT
(SUPER RIGHT)Bologna Or Breesschweiger.
(First Cuts LION 89t
Lb.  59t)  Lb.
(Cut-Up Or Quartered Lb. 33)
No Limit • Non. Sold To Dealcrs
2
.0 • ••."1./.0:1.40-ft
(Sliced Bologna Lb. 59t)
R:.Bb. 790
Lb.  270
Pkg.
9 9 4
Lb. 490
ANA, Lb.
Apples.' WINESAPSGOLDEN, RED DELICICUS 10 Fee 690 Oranges .JUICY FLORIDA
Tangerines
Os
(251 Size)
Des. 29°
ZIPPER SKIN
176 Size  3 Dozsloo Oranges. CALIF.NAVEL ME S110 
 0 F4)e. 694
lona Peas 6 vot 790TENDER GREEN
Swansdown MIXES od) 3 'Zs:. 794CAKE (All.Yor. Except Angel Fo
White
Cloud
BATHROOM TISSUE
Asst'd Colors (3# Off)
21'419Pkg.
Pins
FACIAL TISSUE
Asst'd Colors
(24 Off)
P" 1 9°of 400
Pink Salmon COLDSTREAM 1 LbCon  584
Hellmanns Mayonnaise. Qt. Jar 58c
Folgers Coffeeff) 444 Cheese Sale! MILD CHEDDAR7c O FRESH BRICK•OR MUENSTER
JOAKidney Be ni.C.21::6n!s:314 Dinty Moore Beef Stew
Clorox Bleach it. 21 Golden Corn SWUHLOTLAENKAERNAL 2 1-°bs: 29t
Black Pepper. .s.v.24,) 
8C.00nis.
Pkg.  490ANN PAGE PURE
KON CLUB
Ginger AleoRClub SoilaBv.uis),r3 24:12•294
. L 753 Con C
IMPERIAL 2
Margarine ig.b: 71f
kABISCO STACK S •iftlu 
• SHORTENINGRitz CracersuPtc.K.035 w ngN 
Mir1-0-Bit Your
Save 10t c e • Lb.  49$
.8-Oz.
Can 480
Club Crac• kint5.394 A&P Coffee LABELSPECIAL (INSTANT 10 Ox Jar S1 09)2VAC PACK 5...
Hydrox.SCC*KIES 16-0z.Box  45UNSHINE
Blue Cheer
(254- OFF) (104 OFF)
5-1b. 11-01. 3-1b. 5-ox.
BOX BOX$106 67t
Lb.
Can
(toF: 10.jaOrz. $128Chase & Sanborn
Instant Coffee
•••,.
Open Than. & Fri. Until 6:00 P. M. Sat. Until 8:00 P. N.
THE GREAT ATIANDC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY.
'Rood Stores
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Fulton Country Club Annual
Meet And Election Dec. 13
FULTON, Ky., _ —Fulton
Country Club president. Max
McDade, today announced that
the annual meeting of the club
will be held at 7:30 p.m. Mon-
day, Dec. 13, at the clubhouse.
Three new directors will be
named to the board, and offi-
cers for the corning year will be
elected by the board of direc-
tors.
Members of the board, whose
terms expire are Dr. R. V. Put-
nam, Frank Beadles and Char-
lie Thomas.
The nominating committee is
xi/rimed of Guy Hale, Mrs.
:ecil Wade and Arch Huddle-
Stan.
All stockholders of the club
are asked to attend a meeting
of the Woodlawn Land Co., at
the clubhouse to elect a presi-
dent. Frank Beadles, vice-presi-
dent, has served in this capacity
since the death of the president,
R. H. White. The Woodlawn
Land Co. election will be the
first order of business at the
weeds&
You'll
Ove
The Conventional - -
The Soloctions - - -
Tho Hospitality - - -
The Excitement - -
That you find ONLY at this arm's
most wdicpu Oft shop!
Relax and Dino in our Restaurant. Tool
Coats- Sails
Jackets
Dress Shirts
Sport Shirts
Ties
Pajamas
Shoes - Socks
Slacks
THURSDAY. DECEMBER Of interest to Homemakers
Your Shopper representatives have th e opportunity of going into all those wonderful stores advertising here and
believe us! they are great! You will not only find pleasing variety of choice and the satisfaction of bargain
prices but we know you 'rill enjoy the friendly merchants and personneL So. . from the Shopper and our Shop-
per friends . _
Early sales of
burley tobacco not
only look good for
our growers, but for
the total industry as
well. While it is
hard to forecast how
well the good prices
will hold, most indi-
cations point to a
record sales year.
Many industry
people feel that
soveral factors have
contributed to tin
good market. First,
the over-all quality
qf this year's crop is
good. Much of the
fine quality can be
attributed to the
growers' efforts in
handling their crops.
Climatic conditi on s
were good and farmers
let their crops ripen
well. While the late
cuttings experienced
some poor curing
conditions, farmers
who were able to
harvest early enjoyed
some favorable
weather.
Also helping this
year's sales is the
fact that there has
been &decline in last
Merry Christmas Shopping Everybody!
by
Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort
year's inventories.
On October 1, when
the fiscal year for the
burley industry began,
manufacturers were
holding 37 million
pounds less than they
were holding on the
same day a year ago.
Reports show that
dealer inventories
were down another
11 million psAnda.,
Thar d e mend for
burley tobacco on the
export markets h a s
been good. Export
officials feel that a
near record year may
be realized on the
world market. E. J.
O'Brien, III, past
president of the
Burley Leaf Tobacco
Dealers Association,
says that no other
nation can come close
to producing the qual-
ity burley that is
grown in the burley
belt and particularly
in Kentucky. This is
a big factor in the
bright future burley
has on the world
tobacco market.
Another thing
helping the present
market is the amount
consumed domes-
tically along with that
exported. This
amount, c all e d the
disappearance r at e,
was at a record 616.2
million pounds last
year, which was up
45 million pounds
from the previous
marketing year. This,
coupled with the fact
that this year's crop
is said to be some
four million pounds
under 1964, is tending
to boost the 1965
sales.
The above points,
along with the
increased consumption
of cigarettes, is giv-
ing our burley tcbacco
growers a good year.
Even though the early
record might not hold
throughout the entire
sales season, most
- observers feel that a
good year is in the
making.
* * * *
Dates for the 1966
4-H and FFA district
shows have been set
earlier than last year.
This is because the
1966 Kentucky State
Fair will be held in
August instead of
September.
Schedule for the
eight shows is as
follows; Aug. 1--
Cynthiana and Madi-
sonville; Aug. 2--
Shelbyville and May-
field; Aug. 3-- Som-
erset and Bowling
Green; and Aug. 4--
Ha rrods burg and
Approximately $20,000
in priizes and awards
will be presented to
youths participating
in the shows.
,..The State show
planning committe e
has recommended
that three extra judges
be employed to handle
the classes.
.tiny ToggeryTT
RISTMAS EXAM
Test your knowledge
of the BEST Names in Fragrances
(1) FABERGE
Flambeau
Tigress
Aphrodisia
(2) LAVIN
My Sin
Arpege
Crescendo
(3) REVLON
Intimate
Aquamarine
(4) EVYAN
White Shoulders
Great Lady
(5) JEAN PATOU
Joy
(6) MAX FACTOR
Primitif
Hypnotique
(7) TABU
(8) AMBUSH
(9) WIND SONG
(10) CHANNEL
(11) DESERT FLOWER
(12) English Lavender
Bond Street
(13) COTY
Emerande
Muguet
Liamant
(14) CORDAY
Fame
Toujours Moi
(15) MARIE BtARKER
After Dark
My Secret
Persuadez Moe
(16) Helena Rubinstein
Apple Blossom
Heaven Sent
Command Performance
Visa Via
(17) TUS SY
Midnight
.41164:41400:
Colognes For Men
Canoe
Brut
Chanel
Black Gold
Eng. Leather
• Jade East
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FiN CH Trs. Walter Murray of Paris puts the final
touch to the queenly crown worn by her -daughter, Marcia
Murray, the reigning Miss Tennessee, prior to the Christmas
Parade in Union City Thursday evening.
46!
*fillf Ai 4
;141,4110
A superior selection of Van Heusen
shirts and sportswear awaits you.
Were sure you'll find something
special for every man on your list.
Come in and shop or browse ... or
just to chat. Well be glad to see you.
South Fulton
Joins Chimes
The Union City Jaycees'
Chimes for Charity program
will become a true countywide
program for the first time this
year, Jaycee leaders said today.
with the entrance of South Ful-
ton into participation.
The &nth Fulton Booster
Club, led by Paul Hammy, will
collect contributions in the
South Fulton area, stage a one-
hour show on 'MINK Saturday
night, Dec. 11, sad Christmas
baskets will be east into South
Fulton, along with all other
areas of tbe county, on Christ-
mas Eve.
Jim Rim, Jaycee presi-
dent, said the club's board at
directors, in view of the addi-
tion of South Fulton, have
voted to increase this year's
goal to $9,00Q For the past
several years the Jaycees have
kicked off albe program with a
goal of $4,500, although actual
contrilattiona have exceeded
96,000 several times.
The schedule al entertain-
ment for tbe broadcasts was
released today by Johnny Fow-
ler, chairman at the radiocom-
mittee. The hour-long broad-
casts will begin at 7 each nliPt,
Monday through Saturday, the
time. onaos  d ted by the radio eta-
Kicking off the week will be
the kindergarten class of Mrs.
BuAda rns cl Union Cfty. The
first half-hour Thesday night
will feature talent, arranged for
by the Kenton Lions Club. The
Mason Hall Community Choir
will entertain the radio aud-ience during the second 30 min-
utes.
The full hour of entertain-
ment Wednesday night Will be
provided by the Mon County
Central High School Glee Club.
In the spotlight Thursday Weak
will be groups and individuals
front Miles High School.
The Friday program will be
divided, with Philip West and his
voice pupils entertaining for
the first half-hour and a Union
City instrumental combo taking
over for the remainder at the
show.
And the South Fulton pro-
gram Saturday night will cli-
max the week.
As always, the Yoke of
Chimes for Charity will be
Jimmy Haskins. Mr. Haskinshas been master al ceremoniesfor the radio program ever
since the Chimes for Charityformat was established19 years
age. 
TheJaycee committee in
charge of manning talegionse
. accept pie4giii_next weak tn-
Rhine 111110161111f, Kea Terrell,
Bob Trimm and Ho Faalkner.
Assisting Mr. Fowler In
planning the programs are
Howard Burns and Bob
Chambers.
Bill Burnett is overall
Chimes for Charity director.
Clark is Taking
Basic Training
SAN DIEGO, Calif. — Sea-
man Recruit Anthony Clark,
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
N. Clark of 719 E. College St.,
Union City, Tenn., is under-
going seven weeks of Navy bask
training at the Naval Training
Centef here.
On completion of his recruit
training he will be assigned toa
school, shore station or ship,
according to the results of his
Navy classification tests, and
his own desires and the needs
of the Navy.
311111.111InglailinginniminumeninnifillitItontnningtingingingYng
-for
everyone!
For The Men JADE EAST, English Leather007, CURRIER and IVES and OLD SPICEailingiallinanninolumentlinlinsinitortninnignigninntinnlingnaleilinlingialtuni
Large Assortments
Too—of
Timex Watches Am-
nity Billfolds KodakOther Gifts for the ladies — Corday, CamerasFaberge, Chanel Perfumes, Tabu, Am-
A
bush — Gift Sets by Revlon, Max, Factor, Dorothy Perkins, Helena Rub-
Surround yourself with a mist of yourfavorite Buerlain Colonqe
OUTSTANDING UNITS — The Milan band, directed by UnionCity's Charles Cobb, left, 'Thursday night was named theoutstanding band of the mutual Christmas parade. In secondplace was the Martin band, directed by Ed Thrney (center).Awarded a special trophy for its performance was the ROTCdrill team of UTMB led by Cadet Col. Lorry Ruth of Knox-ville.
The Carrousel Laggapre Dispenser, capable of handling 300bags la a 20 minute period, is designed to deliver baggage tothe claiaiiag area ahead of deplasing passengers. The newbaggage handling system Is designed and built by the MathewsConveyer Compasy, a recently acquired division or RexChaiabelt lac., of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
1
— YOU MAY WIN A COLOR TV
Cheek Your "LUCKY NUM. olden. SIR" in Look magazine and
Z,....... .-4
„..... 
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Gifts
Wr app*d
-E I SOUTHSIDE PHARMACY 12S E.State Line479-2262
Ray's
SANDWICH
SHOP
South Fulton
Custom Ilariooltuina
at all time.
1110 HAMOURGO RS roeed
THICK SHAKOS esifee, too
IRISH SANDWICHig
/MINCH PRINS
And Try Our
lio-Mado Chili
Moll yew,
tiathawiti
leuti
The Christmas spirit
means giving. And
giving beautiful
jewelry to those you
love tells better than
words how very
much your family
means to you.
AMEN
JEWELRY MU
Conunerdal Ave. FultonA
baND04104M10041•14)4•041i0OMP4NEM04.11111.P4)M111.4)404.W1)4..4,4MP*41.04
kleCM
mamma min at WA
No Payment Till FEB.
Christmas Gifts
Wrapped F-B-E-E
RECLINING
CHAIR
$38.88
_Lticerir
+
SYLVANIA
21" COLOR
TELEVISION
$438.88
114 Lake St. Fulton.
- ilrOD4 )4111.1.4)41.1.41411110.041111104)0.104 maw, minew„,4mom 44... )44.0111100AMMINMOIMMNIMM4)4111.041111.11.041=4 )4.1.04 NIMIO4IOIMMIMNNND4
WALNUT
STEREO
$189"
Paolo
472-1511
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LIMESTONE TESTING LAB OPERATIONAL—W. L. Curry, assistant director of
weights and measures, Kentucky Department of Agriculture, adjusts a precision balance
machine, one of the facilities at the new departmental laboratory at Frankfort for testing
agricultural limestone. A revised regulation governing agricultural limestone standards
becomes effective Jan. 1.
Doctor
in the Kitchen
by W.W. Sewer, M.D.
Consultant, Netionel Deny Council
CALORIES DO COUNTI
Yes, unfortunately, calories do
count, in spite of all you hear
to the contrary. Not only that,
but they have a sneaky "way of
counting UP, if you don't watch
them. Or even If you do!
What are calories, anyhow, and
how do they work?
Doesn't everybody know what
• calorie is? Don't the ladies talk
about them in the super-market,
the laundromat, or over the back
fence? Don't even the men talk
about them as they eat their
hearty lunches while they talk
badness. or order another hot
deg at the ball game?
Of course — but what are cal-
ories, really?
The simplest way to explain
them is to say that they are units
of heat or energy. The body re-
quires them regularly in correct
amounts. If it gets too few,
weight is lost. If it gets too
many, weight is put on. It's as
simple as that.
Thr nunibs calories the
body needs depends on several
factors. In proportion to sae,
babies need more than anybody
dee. This requirement growl lees
as they grow older. Even in adol-
escence, when spectacular growth
calls for more total calories in
the diet, the need for calories
Per Pound of body weight is less
than earlier in life. And this
trend continues throughout life.
EATING IN R
"I Dever know what I want
In a restaurant!"
"I always get too much or too
little in a cafeteria."
"There isn't enough choice on
the menu."
"Everybody else eats a meal
while I play with a salad."
"Restaurant meals are all the
same!"
Is that the way you feel about
eating in a restaurant? I don't
mean going out to a good restau-
rant for a nice dinner with
(timids or family. That's a party!
I mean trying to eat all or most
of your meals in a restaurant be-
cause you. have no time to cook
at home, or have no home to
cook in?
Nutrition At A Price
How can you be sure of getting
As an adult, one needs fewer
calories in proportion to body
weight, and in old age, even
fewer, because the activity grows
less as one grows older.
All common foods have been
chemically analysed and their
calorie value is known. Calorie
lists have been published in many
forms In general, proteins sup-
ply four calories per gram or
about 60 per ounce; carbohy-
drates have the same calorie
value. Fats supply 9 calories per
gram or 135 per ounce. These
are the values of the pure sub-
stances; foods are mixtures, and
their caloric value is determined
by actual tests in which they are
reduced to ashes and their ener-
gy output observed in terms of
heat, by recording how much
their burning raises the tempera-
ture of a measured amount of
water.
Energy Needs Vary
Calorie needs vary with activ-
itg pspple wlvi wadi seated at
asWaemeal thaarglibeir.
wits work actively with theft
muscles. It is said that sitting
and thinking uses no more cal-
ories than Just sitting. Most
people can keep their weight
about right by observing it peri-
odically and eating less or get-
ting more activity when they
find themselves pining. If this
doesn't work, a huddle with the
doctor might be advisable, since
some dhease procaine influence
energy requirements.
ESTAURANTS
a nutritious diet at a price you
can afford to pay? It may take
a little doing, but it can be done.
To begin with, learn to dis-
tinguish between good restau-
rants and poor ones. The good
ones are clean, attractive, with
varied menus and friendly serv-
ice It's a pleasure to eat there,
especially as you become ac-
quainted with the personnel. U
you can find a pleasant person,
or a number of persons, to eat
with you some time, it helps to
break the monotony, and tends
toward better and more leisurely
eating.
Same principles apply
The main difference between
home and restaurant eating is
that when you eat out you select
5 good reasons for joining our
* it's the easy way to "prepay" Christmas expenses.
* You avoid borrowing or piling up holiday bills.
* You get your check in time to shop early.
* There's a club payment plan for every budget
* smart, simple, popular, and rewarding.
CITY NATIONAL BANK
Member: F. D. I. C. Member: Federal Reserve
do, loonniancznanowi
your food ready cooked instead
of in the raw at the supermarket.
The same principles apply. You
can, and should, get your quota
of each of the four food groups,
Just as you do at home — meats,
fish and poultry or cheese, or
eggs, the dairy group of milk
and its products; the vegetable
and fruit groups; and the en-
ricbed-fiour-cereal-and baker y-
goods group.
More Variety Than Heine
The restaurant gives you a
wider variety than you can have
at home, and also allows every
member of the party to have his
own preferred foods,
U you eat regularly in restau-
rants try different ones from
time to time, since restaurant
chefs are just like home cooks
— they tend to cook along the
same lines more or less.
U you're a homemaker, cook-
ing three meals a day, you should
welcome the invitation when
somebody says, "Let's eat out."
FASCOM Streamlines Logistics
For U.S. Army Strike Command
FORT LEE. Va. lANFI—
Streamlined and centralised
logistical support has been
added to the U.S. Army
Strike Command (ARSTRI-
KE) with the activation here
of the 224 Field Army Sup-
port Command (FAS(OM),
the first such command to be
established in the continental
United States.
The FASCOM concept pro-
vides a self-contained logis-
tics headquarters with sev-
eral general support and
specific-service brigades to
direct and carry out all sup-
ply, service, and maintenance
operations in corps and lit-id
army arras.
Dovetailing with the com-
bat service support reorgani-
zation under COSTAR. the
FASCOM enables the field
army commander and his
staff to devote maximum
time to combat operations.
A key element of the
FASCOM is a fully-auto-
mated inventory control cen-
ter with records on some
100,000 line items of supply.
In direct communication with
each support group, the con-
trol center insures speedy
supply and replacement in all
subordinate units.
NATIONALLY — ADVERTISED!
Tom GIRL
Sleepshirt
and
Panty
100% Cotton $4. sETSanforized
EACIOSive SI
INIKOf•Ii•n
ROBES $4 Up
K. HOMRA'S
Lake Street Fulton
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PEENS
House Shoes
$1.99 to $3.99
— Sizes 8% to 12
— Flannels and leathers
Fur Lined Moccasins
KENS
TIES
$1.1111 and SLOB
• Silk and Dacrons
• Redi-tied and 4-in Hand
r-,
$1.00 and $2.00
BOYS
Sport Shirts
$2 and $3
Sixes 8 Thru 18
Corduroys - Western -
Dan River, Dan Press
(never needs ironing)
and the New
Dickie
..*"
."Shirt
USE YOUR
• 21:m1v
Home
Entertain-
meld
Centers
TELEVISION
Factory Distril utr rcs For CM TV in this area
D. S. 51-North Phone 472-1462
,npnpnnneinpnritsni.nrepmenpneenee--eeneep•ieneni.
Mens Sport and Dress Shirts
$2 $3 $4
See our selection of Sport and Dress Shirts
That Never Need Ironing
$4.00
Boys Sweaters
$2.99 to $5.99
— Slz.s6 Thru 18
— Wool and Mohair
— Orlon 
— Acrylon
PLUS 8 Matching TUMBLERS
TOTAL OF 53 PIECES!
$111 Value ... ALL for
P. N. 1111111SCH sti CO.
•At least once during Christmas-
tide, you'll be gathering friends
and sedatives in your home—you'll
have decorations, punch, laughter,
music and song.
And during the festivities, your
thoughts will turn to other close
relatives and friends who couldn't
be with you.
Why not send the party to
them?
Gather everyone around the
Hammond Organ, for exiunple,
ant: make a simple tape recording
of the fun and gaiety. Have the
youngsters take turns at the electric
organ, playing jingle Bells and
other fun souls of theldeson bo
deni.onstma their ACCOMPliatatal•
For an added fillip, the young-
sters can imitate sounds of an Ha-
waiian guitar, a violin, or chimes,
on the Hammond. Relatives will
think you've brought a whole or-
chestra home for Christmas. . .
and so will the friends on hand. 
Fulton, Ky. December 9, 1965
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 °romp-Nutting Doughnuts
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: When hungry smallfry invade your kitchen, treat them to a Fall
V Winter-time favorite — Quickie Orange-Nutmeg Doughnuts.eto spicy circles with tangy orange icing teamed with generous
'pugs of milk will rate praise from active youngsters.
There's a bit of baking magic in these "quickie" doughnuts — en-
riched self-rising flour. Preblended leavening and salt get yourdoughnut preparation off to a quick start. And you'll be pleased with
the tender, flavcrful results.
Doughnuts and other products baked with enriched self-risingdour are sources of good nutrition — three B-vitamins, thiamine,
niacin and riboflavin, plus the minerals, calcium and iron. Every.time you serve self-rising products you contribute these essential
nutrients to your family's diet.
QUICKIE ORANGE
-NUTMEG DOUGHNUTS
36 doughnuts
1 cup milk
3 tablespoons melted
shortening or oil
2 tablespoons orange rind
Desired icing
Fat for deep-frying
5 cups sifted enriched
self-ri flour*
teasp utmeg
3 eggs
1 cup sugar
Preheat fat to 375°. Sift together. flour and nutmeg. In mixingbowl beat eggs until thick and lemon colored. Gradually beat in
sugar. Blend in milk, shortening or oil and orange rind. Add flour all
at once to mixture, stirring only until blended. Turn out onto flouredboard or pastry cloth and roll out %-inch thick. With floureddoughnut cutter cut out doughnuts. Fry in tat 1 to 2 minutes on
each side, or until doughnut tests done with cake tester. Drainthoroughly on absorbent paper. When cool frost with orange-flavoredor plain confectioners sugar icing.
*If you don't sift and in the absence of other directions, spoonflour directly from container into a one-cup dry measure, level off,then remove two level tablespoonfuls, according to USDA
recommendations.
Send Yule to Far-Away Relatives
Take your turn at the organ,
too, for the instrument is one en-
joyed by all ages both playing and
fistening.
You'll get added fun by rehears-
ing in advance of the party. Have
the family decide who will play
what tunes.
A Hammond Organ is so simple
to learn to play and brings forth
such professional tones that with
only a few reheanals everyone will
sound "accomplished" on the re-
cording tape.
At the end of the group musical
recording "session," have each per-
son send a verbal message back-
=Mimic./ il"Wirwith apirogrisp Christ-
Your taping project will give the
entire family the extra good feel-
ing of shared participation, will
certainly delight the recipients, and
will add a special attraction to your
Christmas time gathering,.
Aliens In US
Must Register
In January
WASHINGTON (ANF)—
Army personnel are remind-
ed that all aliens living in
the United States are re-
quired to report their ad-
dresses to the Attorney Gen-
eral each year during the
month of January. Aliens
temporarily out of the coun-
try in January must report
within ten days of their re-
turn.
The requirement applies to
all aliens in the U. S. Armed
Forces and to the resident-
alien relatives of service
personnel.
Cards with which to report
can be obtained at any
United States Post Office
during January or at all of-
fices of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service at
any time.
Subscribe to The News
Per You
Mechanic on Duty am 1$ pm
7 Days a Week
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK
If It's Not Right . . .
We'll Do It Again Fret
W. C. DANIONS DX
SERVICE STATION
45-51 111Y-Pett — Highlands
1111112101211631111111111111113VIIIIIIIMIIM111112.15.1111111111141111111121116211111111111MIRIMIIMS11111
MAKE TMS
Christmas
SOMETHING SPECIAL
ADMIRAL or RCA COLOR 'Ill
Immediate DeliyerylAktod Selection on our Mew to Cheese From
Enjoy The Biggest, Brightest Color
Pictures Ever!
And With Exclusive Triple Warranty
PAY AS LITTLE AS $5.61 A WEEK
WOOD & PRUITT TV
Walnut Street Phone 472-3704 Fulton
lialliIIIIMUNIX111011111111111111WIPMVONIIIIIIIMMIVIRIMIUM11111111111111011111111111
Acetate Tricot
WALTZ GOWN
and BABY DOLL Pi's
Your Choice
Lovely gifts for a
lovely ladyl No-
honing acetate tri-
cot With self-ens-
broldery, lace and
ribbon trim. As-
sorted pastel col-
TRICOT
SLIPS
with full
SHADOW PANEL
FONT
Women's Soft Sole
Felt
Slippers
MEN'S GIFT TIES
Acetate-Rayon and
Rayon Tricot
$100
99c
Warm and com-
fortable. Choice of
wino or blue with
porn porn trim.
Sizes 4 to 10.
MEN'S PAJA
Assorted Stripes
and Fancy Patterns
$ 99
Ceet style wet% see type trews-
Itevr-1e4teee sod ready tied etyies. ors. Cession IsreesidetA Is sitesAssorted oilers end patterns. A4
-C-0.
111111111.11111111111alligetallile memeliess
Italian Hand Knit
Cardigan
Sweaters
Smort Cable and
Novelty Knits
$666
Hand knit of wool, nylon and
mohair. Delightful gift ideal
Full fashioned cardigans in
white, blue, pink, aqua and
cranberry. S-M-L-XL.
Men's Long Sleeve
Sport Shirts
Tapered and Regular Cut Styles . . .
Regular and Button-Down Collars
$299 and $399
Cotten 'bighorns, oxford cloth, twill, rayon-ace-
tate blends, Docron• polyester-cotton blonds,
broadcloths washable rayons and cotton
-acetate
blends. Solid colors with embroidered motifs,.
S-144.-XL.
ONSTANT
REASE
Dress Shirts
Xoratron Processed
To Need No Ironing
$495
Hors's the shirt that will suit him
to a "T" 
 because it never
needs ironing' Made of cotton ox-
ford cloth with 3
-button ivy colter,
French front and barrel cuffs. . . .
White, blue, yellow and mint. Sizes
14
alli
Newest Styles In Men's
Fall Sweaters
A// Woo/s, Orlon* Acrylics and
Kodel* Polyester-Wool Blends
$995to $1 295
Cardigan and V-neck pullovers in heavy fh
man's knit, brushed and alpaca knit. Stripes
solids and heathertones in blue, tan, green, bur
gundy, gray, maize and navy.
111110111111111111111131MININSIIMIRMIPIMAIIIIIIIRIMINIMMEIMMINDINballia-MMIllagall
Thrift - priced gift Slippers
..211113MDMIRIMI
Cotton-Rayon
Table Cloth Sets
$2"Reg. 52.99--50x66
$1 49
Reg. $3.99-56x76 ft)
$Reg. $4.99--60x903.'
Reg. $5.99
60x102
Women's 'Gold
GIFT SLIPPERS
Smart
a:: 
slipper
forh leisureS2 99
hours. Metallic
gold fabric. 4
to 10.
Girls' Fur Trim
VINYL BOOT
with fur trim. 'IF
Pink or blue.
Soft sole style 11 99
Sises 10 to 3.
Men's and Boys'
Plaid Corduroy
Moc-toe style In $299
tern. Sixes 6%
red plaid ;wri-
te 12 and 12%
to 3.
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FLAVOR MST
*1.00
SLICED PR  BOSTON
BACON LB. Ur BUTTS
Mt-MEAT FRANKS LB.49( PORK STEAKWY PU PRIM LIAN
PORK SAUSAGE 49( PORK RIBS FRESH LEAZ4
PORK CUTLETS
SWIFT £MPTRE IS 1 
 
2,77=
TOMA TURKEYS
PAI
HAMBURGER
OL' FASHION
BOLOGNA LB.
LB. 69( BEEF LIVER FRESH TENDER
MEATY
LB.
LB.
33( REV BONES
39( SALT SIDE
A PIG
LOV FEET
••i
•
••••
.
• • •• • •
L TELE ANDY
OLEO
LIMIT
2 LB. 2
 LBS.
PLEASE
s
04m,..,
•
With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,Excluding Milk & Tobacco Products. 014ICIIIInnilnr 1EILICIEILIIIIIIEIrti
FINE FOR
FRESH
SEASONING
TOMATO
59( JUICE 46
59( MARSHMALLOW
LB. 49( CREME
2 49
LE% 0 SHELLED
LB '" PECANS
211e KRAFT 
LB. °my VEIVEETA
5 CANS
KIDD'S
QUART JAR
KY. KERNEL
LB„
LB. BOX
'4xxx_xxxxxxxirirr-zirrxx xx -
11 $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ M
$ We're Giving f SS
$ Money Away $ *
:1 S 
No one claimed lutiLy ticket for the $
$250 bonus last weak. This week's
$ $
N bonus is
010 S
04 S $$
M $ $ 
00 $
04 $ $
04 $ tack ttme you visitear store you $
00 $ will receive (witheut obligations) $
00 $ A FREE TICKET...Drop it in the $ BObox... Drawing will be held each
$0 $ Saturday at 6 p.m. Winning number
M $ will be posted in the store (must be $
Pit S claimed by Tues. $
0 $ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 0
s
KRAFT FRESH
JACK SPRAT ASBoRTED FLAVORS
SI CAKE MIX 3
COOKING280 oa
GRA BOILED
CUSTARD
AAA
 SWEET
ligv PICKLES QUART 380
anA CRISCO
OS SHORTENING La. CAN el
R-WAY
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0.•
•
•:
••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
COCA-to A
PEPS co A
•
•••
•
••
1041.
ALL OTHER MIXED DRINKS Limit
CARTON OF 6 
I CartonPlease.
Plus Deposit On Bottles.
With An Additional $5.00 Purchase, sExcluding Milk & Tobacco Products.
• I.
JACK SPRAT 300 SIZE CAN JACK SPRAT 300 SIZE CAN (PINEAPPLE — GI1APEFRUIT DRINK) 46 OZ
Mexican o.. Atyle BEANS 10c NAVy. 
300 SIZE 
CAN 10( EfiEfiCORti.. 4 LB. BAG 49( g9KELY1 PING 3 Fx)R $1;,
pREATtott. ANBFANS CAN 10( 41930 
SIZE
N S CAN 10( WitEcliftel:§ 00WDER B°X 19( POTTED MEAT 
CAN
11 CAZ-45 $ 1
egg AECkfANS ioc mime GREENS CAN 0( iRIE9F1 TitiAlES 4 $1  CAN 59cCAN CANS
KIDNEY BEANS 10( 
STEEL'S
POTCANTOES 10(
 
CHILI BEANS 5 $1 
CAN 
gib DRESSING QUART 39( iCAN CANS
PAPER
SHELL PECANS
LBS
TURNIPS
1E. N 5 LB.) LARGESIZE
CUCUMBERS
Sc 
EACH
ORANGESSWEET Li 5 L. BAG 39( APPLE CIDER "DIPS COI:NA:IAN 89( APPLES
PRIDE OF GEORGIA
an AD FU
SPECIAL'
1
TEll
ARMOUR MATCHLESS
U. S. Choice
Arl
le-Made
DOZEN
49
KY. KERNEL
SHELLED
PECANS
95
 COFFEE no Orange JuicGIAL59*
FRESH
WOMEN MP PACK SIRONG HEART 300 SIZE CAN
POTATO CHIPS BAG 39c CAT FOOD 15 °Z CAN 6 FOR 49( PEACHES
of
PORK
LB.
.Irs WORTH A LOOKI Right here in this ad ore all kinds of
SPECIAL SAVINGS! But thoy'r• only a small sample of the
HUNDREDS of LOW PRICES in store for you at E. W. James's.
They're op and down every aisle . . . front to back . . . wall
ot walli No wonder the TOTAL COST of a big cortful of your
%vet** foods is LOWER ... MUCH LOWER. . :at E. W. James's.
CMOW. JIM - and be convinced. When you change to E. W.
James & Son it's a change for the better.
CHASE SANBORN
LB.
HARTS 30$ SUE CAN RED SOUR PITTED
490 CHERRIES
LB.
LB.
Fulton, Ky. December 9, 1965 
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.43,STORE FULL of
LOW PRICES!
•
This ad good for 6 big days ...why
pay more for your groceries ... we
have everyday low prices.
STOKELY'S
Z. CAN
RED DELICIOUS OR
GOLDEN
29 OZ. CAN
2 1/2 SIZE
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
HUI1KO
.59
FOR
LARGE 36 OZ. SIZE
No
580
QUART 59*
FULTON PURE MILK
POTATOES 
2020LBs 58o
4 LEI- BAG 39( DgANBERRIES
4 MB $1.00 BABY WALNUTS LB. 39t
BAG 19c
CHOCOLATE CHIPS
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Mrs. Homemaker likes the
warm and hospitable atmo-
sphere of an old-fashioned
kitchen, but she also likes the
convenience of up-to-date
kitchen appliances. Today
built-in ranges, ovens, dish-
washers, refrigerators, and
hoods, are all available in cop-
per tones for the wann old-
fashioned look. Copper tone
fronts, and even side panels,
have been available for many
years for KitchenAid built-in
dishwashers.
So now, keeping up with
the accelerated trend to cop-
pers, KitchenAid has intro-
duced a new top-loading por-
table dishwasher (at right) in
a shaded coppertone called
edged Colonialtone.
New Portable Dishwasher
In Warm Copper Tones
The new model has the
exclusive KitchenAid 4-Way
Hydro Sweep washing action
which eliminates all hand rins-
ing of the dishes
You Can Afford A Dishwasher
Can you afford to own a
dishwasher?
Can you afford not to? If
you're considering remodeling
your kitchen this summer, the
question of an automatic dish-
washer"is sure to arise.
Let's evaluate whether or
not you can really afford to
own a dishwasher.
Can you afford to spend
more time with your husband
and children? An automatic
dishwasher, according to the
folks who make KitchenAid,
will save you up to 365 hours
each year . . . hours that can
be spent enjoyably in activity
with your family.
Can you afford fewer doctor
bills? A dishwasher washes
dishes much cleaner than is
possible by hand washing. The
KitchenAid Superba Van-
Cycle dishwasher even has a
special sanitizing cycle called
SimiCycle. During this cycle, a
thermostatically controlled
heater boosts the final rinse
water to 1800 for extra sani-
tizing protection against germs
and bacteria. It adds up to ex-
tra family health benefits.
Can you. afford to have more
room under your kitchen sink?
•
•
•
•
• 
the MOONEY RICKETT 4
with JONI LYMAN and the
fabulous REFLECTIONS! ;
•
14. COLUNMACOLOR
.••.e.•..*Er•al w•••••10••
An automatic dishwasher elim-
inates all those space-consum-
ing washing materials such as
scouring pads, dishpan, dish
drainer, and numerous boxes
and bottles of soaps.
Can you afford to have red,
rough hands? Hand cream and
rubber gloves help, but an au-
tomatic dishwasher prevents
red, rough hands always.
Finally, can you afford to
buy a new set of dishes and
glassware every few years?
Statistics prove that dishes
washed in a dishwasher are
handled as much as 75 per-
cent less than those washed
by hand, consequently there
is less chance of breakage.
Slippery china and glassware
are no longer a problem when
you have a dishwasher. Most
of the new dishwashers have
an even greater capacity for
the heaviest load of soiled
dishes and tableware.
If you can afford less time
with your family, more doc-
tor bills, less space in your
kitchen and new dishes every
few years, then a dishwasher
is definitely not for you.
But . . if you find you can't
afford all of these things, you
had better see your home ap-
pliance dealer and let him
show you how you can afford
an automatic dishwasher now.
FASHION PLATE--Cromp-
ton's printed cotton corduroy
shapes a new looking jumper
with deep pleats falling from
the yoke. A wide band at the
hipline gives a low waisted
effort
FIRST FRUITS OF THE BOND ISSUE—Kentucky Governor Edward T. Breathitt
tosses the first spade-fuli of earth in ground-breaking ceremonies fora $1.5 million dollar
vocational technical-training center at Lexington, made possible by passage of the $176
million bond issue November 2. Half the construction cost will come from State funds.
Breathitt said $13 million will be spent in Kentucky during the next two years for voca-
tional facilities. With the Governor, from left, are Dr. Harry Sparks, Kentucky superin-
tendent of public instruction; Tom Adams, president, Lexington-Fayette County Chamber
of Commerce • (in white coat); Dr. Aaron Mason, administrator, Lexington Veterans
Administration Hospital, which deeded a portion of the property for the school to the state.
Carlos B. Schaeppl, right, architectural design consultant, Is going over plans of The Dawson Springs Re-
sort Moml for which he is doing some redesign work. Scheeppi and Ms associates are a nationally known
firm of design and engineering consultants. They desig nod the Ken-Bar resort seen to be under construction
between Kentucky and Barkley lakes. Pictured with Scheeppi are, from left, Niles Dillingham, director and
secretary of the local motel corporation; J. C. Mayes, president of the Commercial 'lank of Dawson ..iusd
metal director and Ed J. Connelly, president (rim. Securities, Inc., Louisville, the firm handling ther
lic stock sale for the resort fealty here.
Sale Of Dawson Springs
Motel Bonds Completed
DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky.—The
public sale of 33,000 shares of
stock in the Dawson Springs
Resort Motel, Inc., amounting
to $330,000, has been completed
Edward J. Connolly, president of
State Securities, Inc., Louisville,
has informed Mack Sisk, presi-
dent of the local motel com-
pany.
This will permit an immedi-
ate start of construction on the
50-unit resort motel to be built
at an estimated cost of over
$600000.
The resort motel project was
conceived almost six years ago,
when the New Century Hotel
was destroyed by fire on March
6, 1960. The resort motel will
be financed by a combination of
the public stock sale revenue,
two bank loans and a federal
oan.
"State Securities, Inc.," Con-
nolly wrote Sisk, "agrees to sub-
rcribe to the remaining shares
of Dawson Springs Motel, Inc.,
stock." Connolly said State Se-
curities, Inc., would deposit suf-
ficient funds in the motel cor-
poration's escrow account to
close out the public sale of the
motel corporation's stock. The
escrow account is with the Ken-
Dress Shoes and Boots
Work Shoes and Boots
Gift Certificates
House Shoes
Shine KHz
Hosiery
tucky Trust Company, Louis-
ville, an affiliate of the First
National Lincoln Bank of Louis-
ville of which the Commercial
Bank of Dawson is a correspond-
ent.
Sisk said every effort is being
made to expedite the execu-
tion of the loans in order to be-
gin construction immediately.
He stated a ceremonial ground-
breaking for the resort motel
facility is being tentatively
planned for early January.
Procedures were begun the
first of the week to complete
the necessary steps in order to
relea* the escrow fund, execute
and close the federal and bank
loans.
Brogues make the man, especially if it's
the husky, ha-man look of this long
wing-tip oxford. Choose yours from our
complete collection.
HEART FUND LEADERS — The appoiatnnint of Mrs. Darla
Freeman; better known as TV's Cousin Tuny, as Maio chair-
man of the Heart Sunday appeal was made by Ralph W. Emer-
son (right), state director for industrial development and
state chairman of the 1966 Heart Fund campaign and COm-
missioner Cayce Pentecost of Dresden, chairman al Me
Public Service Commission and member of the Tenarment
Heart Campaign Advisory committee.
5 to 12p.m.
All you can eat $1.00
Children 75e A
22 LBS. LIGHT
• fluflt.in adjustable, tele. I
acopittg antenna for all-
around reception.
s• Carrying handle in aurae-
tire, textured leatheret ie.
High
-finish metal trim.
Lies flat when not in use.
• Dust
-sealed safety window.
Superior viewing and
listening pleasure at a...
LOW PRICE!
• Sharp brilliantly clear
"Daylight Blue" picture
• Glarejector completely
eliminates glare and screen
reflections
• Ear-pleasing Dynapower
speaker
• tsv super-iterseitive hy-
power chassis for reliable,
consistent performance
• Keyed automatic gain
control and full power
transformer
THE WESTPORT H
CONSOLE
STEREO
• BEAUTIFUL SOUND
E44SED IN ...
CENVINE MAHOGANY
HARDWOODS.
• TRUE HIGH-FIDELITY
• • MULTI
-SPEAKER
SYSTEM t
• 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC
RECORD cuAnica..a
• arausisc' STEREO
CAHISIDGE
ALSO AVAILABLE TN
MAPLE AND WALNUT.
FM-AM RADIO TUNER 
$19995OPTIONAL 0
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WASEIDIGTON 
— The
witiost inverets 1,01 be We,
ftsg e pesiabristmes preset —
a $1241Mion excise eax at.
UnderS bit passid by Con-
gress bat J. a variety of
hue sal be chopped, some of
lbws for lite mooed ilme.
The anosors'e Aeneas re-
duction bee been milimeled et
$4.7 billion annually. The firet
round amounted to about $1.7
Who and wee effective kens-
dididY•
The second phase witi teke
bid at tbe etel of this month
Teiephone users Wit be die
*gent beneficiaries this time.
The 10 per cent key on loose
sed long dklance service Valbe elasised to 3 per cent effec-tive J. 3it be rellectedin telephone bills kr Joinery.The redection in entimseed at$640
Over die next dive years thistax will be eliminated entirely,
at the rate of 1 per cent a yew.The insoulacturers' faciletax on ethatebthe, reduced
kern 30 40 7 per
 
cent in June,
will go down saki* percentagepoint te 6 par eXJan. I. Iffully Oemed mr, diould save
car burin, Wei
The ago levy win he droppedto I per cent lw Jan I, Met
New Year's Eve feeders aimget a break under the Su reduc-
W11E1=at nom on Dee. 31,the 10 fer and cabaret lax wigbe dinamied. 71thr /levy hesbrought to 047 ninon eannedby.
The mins limenaltde mike to
hoped el lite gene* admissionsSax attheellers, meals. C012-
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of dm admission oast to
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swim hour.
Ko!oedy !the
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•may we mere
Willa ter the Jahn F.
Desist ter the Pr-
tor Ow it is re-
leased comineraially, a 'Dolma-
maa for the OW* mays.
PltRIP J. Ithilhk
treitve officer at the °enter,
maletheestimate to ammenc-
lag lbet iistleawide etwasserdal
dlibleaticie 'laid bark babe*
90 daya. me seater paid =Li
..1111,000 for the Om, esititled
**Tears at Liglaaleg. Day at
Drama."
Special eciegresaional ap-
proval was retatired to release
the film
'
 
Narrated by actor
Ornery Peek, for commercial
ass. Wits add S would be dis-
tributed to movie theaters first
and then to universities and
television.
Max McDade Honored
On His Birthday
FULTON, Ky., Dec. 4 — Max
McDade, son at Mt. and Mrs.
Max McDade of Fatten, cele-
brated his fifth birthday Maws-
day with a party at his home
at LIE p.m. The guests assem-
bled at the McDade bane and
wore served birthday saki and
Ice cross and given taffers.
atter which they went ID Path-
cab, where they were special
guests an the 11/PSD-TV Popeye
Show at 4 p.m.
The.. attending included Mu
and Cindy McDede, BM and
Greg Enfold. Rene and Jay
Yates, Dave Peterson, Patti Mc-
Carthy, Lisa Hamra, Michelle
Hamra, Ginnie and Lynn An-
:. drew.
Mothers accompanying the
=
to Moen were Mrs.
Km. Charles Binford,
1099 Jimmy Yates, Mrs • Charles
2triz Mrs. Mike Hamra andi:J. McCarthy.
The yield from ail admiesicas
taxes hoe been ase million a
yam
Other substantial cute effec-
tive Jam 1:
Repeal o. e per cent
menufacturere excise on auto-
mobik parts and accessories,
MO million annually,: repeal of
1133 10 per cent levy on private
communications services, $130
mion; repeal of the snort-
mere of documentary mem
ilexes on issuance end sake of
stocks and bonds, $153 million,
and newel of the 20 per cent
levy on dub dues. $85 million.
lbws are die talwr second
round reductions effective
Jan. repeal of the 8 per cent
wire and equipment service
levy, $13 million; repeal of the
10 per cent telegteiPb laeweee
levy, $17 widow Meld if the
le per cent menufactunwe levy
on electric light bulbs, $46 mil-
lien: repaid of the 3 cents per
piton ontox on cutting oil and
the 6 cents per pike levy on
lubricating oil not used kit high-
way purposes. SU millkn.
Fulton County 55,
Fulton City 46
FULTON, Ky.—Fulton County
MOILS up a ball-freeting effort
ry Fulton City in the fourth oar-
ar Friday night and pulled away
to a 55-46 victory.
Fulton City was guarding a
two point lead with six ratnates
left when it began its freeze.
Fulton County, however, suit
the ball for a pair if easy bas-
kets, and Fulton City had tt
abandon its freeze.
Fulton County 15 21 36 55
Fulton City 13 23 II 44
IVI.T0:11 COUNTY (311)—WrIseg 14.
Dagivor 1. Shaw 3. Jounises 13, Roo
kan 4. inelton 13. Taylor I.
FULTON CITY (46) — Armstrong 4.
Ruddl• S. Bono IL 5tasoltona 10. !m-
bar 11. Gargus.
"We Spocialsa In Service"
• Greasing • Oil Changed
• Muffler and Tail Pipe Service
• Let Us Balance Your Tim
Clyde Fiekls Service Sta.
In the Heart of Devlin Tows Fulton
Benton Attorney
Suspended 6 Months
Fran Law Practice
FRANKIP'ORT 
— The
Cliurt of Appeals tot* suspend-
ed Charles aimed Gordon of
Benton for nix months bun the
practice of iaw in Kentucky
It supported the &Wacky Bar
Association ethic& iled lied live
charges of miecentheit against
Gordon.
They included assault aga.nst
another a•-..orney, threaten le an-
other brayer, publanising and
brosicenting ireterial tending to
cbscredit the judicial lallem and
collecting a $503 fee for work
promised but not done.
Calsiesediate• Design — Has recessed
ceektep; roue fits flush with cabinet
Sep. front and sides for a handsome,
bulleth appearance.
• Holds up to 794 lbe. of food
• Built-in defrost drain
• Handy Slide 'n Store basket
• Tight-sealing MILLION-BIAGNET. lid
Positive-action lock
Fostoria Glass
Colored Glass
Libby Glass
Heinrich China
Royal Doulton -China
Castle! on China
Ironstone China
English China
Noritake China
Wood Croftery, Beautiful Wood
Infinite-Heat Surface Burners — Each
hes automatic ignition; no matches
needed. Each burner provides a full
range if heats for precision cooking.
Easy-to-Clean Coektop — Grates, porce-
lain aeration pans and burners remove
• 14.1 cu. ft. capacity
• 109-lb. "zero-degree" freezer
• Refrigerator section automatically de-
frosts itself
• Handy glide-out shelf •
• Bushel-size twin vegetabli crispers
• Built-in butter and egg rack
• Super-storage door
No Money Dow*
H Discount Furniture
4th and Ky. Ayes. Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-1012
Mrs. Homemaker likes the
warm and hospitable atmo-
sphere of an old-fashioned
kitchen, but she also likes the
convenience of up-to-date
kitchen appliances. Today
built-in ranges, ovens, dish-
washers, refrigerators, and
hoods, are all available in cop-
per tones for the warm old-
fashioned look. Copper tone
fronts, and even side panels,
have been available for minty
years for KitchenAid built-in
dishwashers.
So now, keeping up with
the accelerated trend to cop-
pers, KitchenAid has intro-
duced a new top-loading por-
table dishwasher (at right) in
a shaded coppertone called
edged Colonialtone.
New Portable Dishwasher
In Warm Copper Tones
The new model has the
exclusive KitchenAid 4-Way
Hydro Sweep washing action
which eliminates all hand rins-
ing of the dishes.
You Can Afford A Dishwasher
Can you afford to own a
dishwasher?
Can you afford not to? If
you're considering remodeling
your kitchen this summer, the
question of an automatic dish-
washer is sure to arise.
Let's evaluate whether or
not you can really afford to
own a dishwasher.
Can you afford to spend
more time withyour husband
and children? An automatic
dishwasher, according to the
folks who make KitchenAid,
will save you up to 365 hours
each year . . hours that can
be spent enjoyably in activity
with your family.
Can you afford fewer doctor
bills? A dishwasher washes
dishes much cleaner than is
possible by hand washing. The
KitchenAid Superba Van-
Cycle dishwasher even has a
special sanitizing cycle called
SimiCycle. During this cycle, a
thermostatically controlled
heater boosts the final rinse
water to 1800 for extra sani-
tizing protection against germs
and bacteria. It adds up to ex-
tra family health benefits.
Can you afford to have more
room under your kitchen sink?
• •
• the ROONEY KETT 4 :
: with JONI LYMAN and the
: fabulous REFLECTIONS!
I COLUMBIA COLOR
;
An automatic dishwasher elim-
inates all those space-consum-
ing washing materials such as
scouring pads, dishpan, dish
drainer, and numerous boxes
and bottles of soaps.
Can you afford to have red,
rough hands? Hand cream and
rubber gloves help, but an au-
tomatic dishwasher prevents
red, rough hands always.
Finally, can you afford to
buy a new set of dishes and
glassware every few years?
Stetistics prove that dishes
washed in a dishwasher are
handled as much as 75 per-
cent less than those washed
by hand, consequently there
is less chance of breakage.
Slippery china and glassware
are no longer a problem when
you have a dishwasher. Most
of the new dishwashers have
an even *rester capacity for
the heaviest load of soiled
dishes and tableware.
It you can afford less time
with your family, more doc-
tor bills, less space in your
kitchen and new dishes every
few years, then a dishwasher
is definitely not for you.
But . . . if you find you can't
afford all of these thin83, You
had better see your home ap-
pliance dealer and let him
show you how you can afford
an automatic dishwasher now,
FASHION PLATE--Cromp-
ton's printed cotton corduroy
shapes a new looking jumper
with deep pleats falling from
the yoke. A wide band at the
hipline gives a low waisted
effect
FIRST FRUITS OF THE BOND ISSUE—Kentucky Governor dward T. Breathitt
tosses the first spade-full of earth in ground-breaking ceremonies for a $1.5 million dolhir
vocational technical-training center at Lexington, made possible by passage of the $176
million bond issue November 2. Half the construction cost will come from State funds.
Breathitt said $13 million will be spent in Kentucky during the next two years for voca-
tional facilities. With the Governor, from left, are Dr. Harry Sparks, Kentucky superin-
tendent of public instruction; Tom Adams, president, Lexington-Fayette County Chamber
of Commerce '(in white coat); Dr. Aaron Mason, administrator, Lexington Veterans
Administration Hospital, which deeded a portion of the property for the school to the state.
Carlos architoctural design consultant, is going over plans sills. Dawson Springs Re-
sort Motel for which he is doing some reassign work. Scheoppl and his associates are • nationally known
firm of design and engineering consultants. They designed the Kon-Bar resort soon to be under construction
between Kentucky and Barkley lakes. Pictured with Schsoppl arn from loft, Niles Dillingham, director and
socrotary of the local motel corporation; J. C. Hayes, president of the Commercial &link of Otnifaelli
motel director and Ed J. Connolly, proskisei trite% &accretion Inc., Louisville, the firm handling
lic stock sale for the nowt facility here.
Sale Of Dawson Springs
Motel Bonds Completed
DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky.—The
public sale of 33,000 shares of
stock in the Dawson Springs
Resort Motel, Inc., amounting
to $330,000, has been completed
Edward J. Connolly, president of
State Securities, Inc., Louisville,
has informed Mack Sisk, presi-
dent of the local motel co:n-
early-
This will permit an immedi-
ate start of construction on the
50-unit resort motel to be built
at an estimated cost of over
1830,000.
The resort motel project was
conceived almost six years age,
when the New Century Hotel
was destroyed by fire on March
6, 1900. The resort motel will
be financed by a combination of
the public stock sale revenue,
two bank loans and a federal
oan.
"State Securities, inc.," Con-
nolly wrote Sisk, "agrees to sub-
tcribe to the remaining shares
of Dawson Springs Motel, Inc.,
stock." Connolly said State Se-
curities, Inc., would deposit suf-
ficient funds in the motel cor-
poration's escrow account to
close out the public sale of the
motel corporation's stock. The
escrow account is with the Ken-
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CONSOLE
STEREO
BEAUTIFUL SOUND
En4sED IN
CEWVIN$ MAHOGANY
HARDWOODS.
• TRUE HIGH-FIDELITY
• MULTI-SPEAKER
SYSTEM
• 4-SPEED AUTOMATIC
RECORD CRANES
• CERAMIC SVEREO
CARTRIDGE
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tucky Trust Company, Louis-
ville, an affiliate at the First
National !Jacobi Bank of LOUIS-
ville of which the Commercial
Bank of Dawson is a correspond-
ent.
Sisk said every effort is being
made to expedite the execu-
tion of the loans in order to be-
gin construction immediately.
He stated a ceremonial ground-
breaking for the resort motel
facility is being tentatively
planned for early January.
Procedures were begun the
first of the week to complete
the necessary steps in order to
relea* the escrow fund, execute
and close the federal and bank
loans.
Brogues make the man, especially if it's
the husky, he-man look of this long
wing-tip oxford. Choose yours from our
complete collection.
•
Give ...so more wittily*
HEART FUND
HEART FUND LEADERS — The appointment of Mrs. Desie
Freeman; better known as TV's Cousin Tim, as state chair.
man of the Heart Sunday appeal was made by Ralph W. Eater*
son (right), state director for industrial development sad
state chairman of the 1968 Heart Fund campaign and Com-
missioner Cayce Pentecost of Dresden, chairman at Ile
Public Service Commission and member of the TORRINUNIII
Heart Campaign Advisory committee. -
5 to 12p.m.
All you can eat MOO
Children 75e "N
PPPPP FI RP IIP,I1PkgrolP4P4PAPPIPRIPIRPAP.1111
a
TvORJoTTV? YES'
kr
kt.
• Bont.la adjustable, tele-
scoping antenna for all-
around reception.
• Carrying handle In attrac-
tive, textured leatherette.
Bigh.finish metal trills.
Lies flat when not In use.
• Dust
-sealed safety window.
With Trade
$6.43 per mo.
MAUS EQUIPPED WINE
PRIVATE EARPNONI /Olt
PERSONAL LIMANNINN
Superior viewing and
listening pleasure at a...
LOW PRICE!
• Sharp brilliantly clear
"Daylight Blue" picture
• Glareiector completely
eliminates glare and screen
ieta
rut
• ra deC r ing Dynapower
• New super-sensitive by-
power chassis for reliable,
consistent performance
• Keyed automatic gain
control and full power
transformer
RC-3 100
ALSO AVAILABLE IN
MAPLE AND WALNUT.
FM-AM RADIO TUNER
OPTIONAL
$1. 6-Billion
Tax Cut Seen
By Christmas
IMINSPINVOM — The
natiiiii044=ner be Pi"Nag pr811814 —
e $1.11111lion excise test cut
Mild • bill passed by Con-
3an kat Jinn a variety of
Mem will be chopped, some al
them for the seoced Men
lbe nossuurs's ultimate re-
duction has been estimated at
$4.7 Wien enmity. The ant
round amounted to about $1_7
Wien and was effective imme-
diately
The second phase will take
bold at the end at Ibis month.
'Velephone users will be the
biggest beneficiaries this time.
The lb per oat levy on loaf
and long distance service willbe @imbed to 3 per ona effec-
nye Jen it will be refloated
eakeions bilis far Junin.The reduction I animated *MO million.
Over the nett three years
im will be eliminated eneirely,
at die nie at I par cat s pair.The enseulaciness' min
at on mar reducedle iofrom 7 cent in June,
wil AD inn parentagepoint ie per 4:0111 Pa Jan. 1. Iffully Pentel Moweitould save
car buyers 1690
The auto bevy wig he droppedto i portent by Jen 1, 19119.
New Yeses Rve revelers also
ni • break Mlle die eu robe-
tfilEt1=11.et noon on Dec. 31,10455! east cater Witetbe alininled. Thie Wry hosbringttM $17 ennuale.The awe eimentie *rpm to
repeal if die general adminionsMx at iliftens. MAIN Cal.
oats mid sehietie ittaiL,This
Male 1 eget kr andi SO eraiM
mem of in.
The lax at 1 cent Is esitli 6
cents of Me admission cost ft
Mane end di* necks goes ad atlie same Mar.
1111111 Ms MUM
liessUlks tor the Abe P.
At= Cumin for tie Per-Ate Ilea it is re-
leased commercially, a spokes-
man for the essiter says.
Ptillip J. itellim, adnilads-
tredve olden of the coder,
suds fte ntheMe ft anaemic-
tag tint natioawide eommercial
dfttrilistioa weed beide Mein*
90 days. The anew paid USIA
sosk000 for lie dist 'added
••Yeare at Uptake& Day of
Doom."
Special cc:egression' ap-
proval was regilred to Mean
Me Win
'
 
narrated by actor
Gregory Peek, for commercial
see. Mullin saki would be dis-
tributed to movie theaters first
and then to universities and
television.
Max McDade Honored
On His Birthday
FULTON. xi. Dee. 4 — Max
McDade, sta of Md. -sad Mrs.
Max McDade if Fenn. cele-
brated hi; fifth birth'', Thurs-
day with a party *gide time
:3 =memat 1:1111 p.m. The -
bled at the McDade and
were served bblhiley and
Ice cream and fawn,
attar which they wan le Pedb-
calk whore they wen apecial
gents on the WPSD-TV Powys
Show at 4 p.m.
Those attending Included Max
and Cindy McDade, Bill and
Greg Binford. Rene and Jay
Yates, Dave Peterson, Patti Mc-
Can't'', use Bonn, Michelle
Hamra, Connie and Lynn An-
._ draws.
Mothers accompanying the
children to Paducah were Mrs.
McDade, Mrs, Charles BInford,
Mrs. Jimmy Yates, Mrs. Charles
Andrews, Mrs. Mike Hamra and
Mrs. W. J. McCarthy.
yiaid from ail admissions
Ines bee been $66 million a
year.
Oiler subabantial cuts effec-
tive Jen. 1:
Repeal al use 8 per cent
rondectiware excise on auto-
mobile parts and accessories.
MN million annually,: meal at
Ilse 10 per cent levy on private
comnsmicritions services, $130
millice; repeal of the assort,
ment of documerminy env
Sexes on issueoce and asks cd
Mocks and bonds, $153 1111114011,
and repeal of the 20 per cent
levy on dub dues. $85 million.
These am die other second
mend reductions al effective
Jen. .1: repeal of die 8 per ore
wire_ end equipment service
levy, $13 million; repeal of the
10 per cent telegraph service
bevy, $17 million; repeat of the
le per cent mandectszers levy
oo electric Meld bulbs. $46 nui"lion; repeal of the 3 carts per
anon on tax incutting ail end
die 6 coils per gallon levy on
lubricating oil not used for high-
way pumores, $211
Fultou County 55,
Fulton City 46
FULTON, Ky.—Fulton County
Mite up a ball-freezing effort
ry Fulton City in the founts quer-
.er Friday night and pulled away
to a 55-46 victory.
Fulton City was guarding a
two point lead with six minutes
left when it began its freeze.
Fulton County, however, stole
the ball for a pair of easy bas-
kets, and Fulton City had U
abandon its freeze.
Fulton County . IS Si 35 53
rultai CIts 1$ 33 IS 45
FULTON canny an—wring 14.
Dslitsse 1. Shaw 3. Jassbilts 15. Miss-
los 4. Motten 131. Tssior
FULTON CITY (4011 — moultrsos 4.
Rodeo S. Dose 1$. *maws' is. /or
Ow S. Cams.
"We Specialize In Service"
* Grassi/is • Oil Chown
• Muffler and Tail Pips Service
* Let Us Salem* Yeur Tires
Clyde Fields Service Sta.
In the Heart of Deism Tows Fulton
Benton Attorney
Suspended 6 Months
From Law Practice
FRANKFORT 
— The
03urt of Appeals today suapend-
ed Charles Elwood Gordon of
Beene for six months from the
practice of law in Kenna( ky.
It supported the Kentucky Bar
Amociation winch hod filed five
cherries at misconduct against
Gordon.
They included assault aga nst
another atoniey, threaten ng an-
Aar lawyer. publishing and
InvodcasSing material tending to
&UMW the juilcief system and
coining a 4500 fee for work
premised bo not done.
• Holds up to 794 lbs. of food
• Built-in defrost drain
• Handy Slide 'n Store basket
• Tight-sealing MILLION-MAGNET. lid
• Positive-action lock
Fostoria Glass
Colored Glass
Libby Glass
Heinrich China
Royal Doution China
Castleton China
Ironstone China
English China
Noritake China
Wood Croftery, Beautiful Wood
Intinite-Heat Surface Burners — Each
has automatic ignition; no matches
needed. Each burner provides a full
range of heats for precision cooking.
Easy-to-Clean Cooktep — Grates, porce-
lain aeration pans and burners remove
104-lb. "zero-degree"
_ freezer
Automatic defrosting In
refrigerator section
• 14.1 Cu. ft. capacity
• 109-1b. "zero-degree" freezer
• Refrigerator section automatically de-
frosts itself
• Handy glide-out shelf •
• Bushel-size twin vegetable crispers
• Built-in butter and egg rack
• Super-storage door
No Money Down
G H Discount Furniture
4th and Ky. Aims. Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-1012
I`e:NN-D,4
Fulton, Ky.
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Want News ... We'll Trave
HOLIDAY OFFER
Use the handy coupon below:
W tO Ittlartl loalbr • Ir
HOLIDAY SUBSCRIPTION 01712
Nail To Fakes News, Box 317, Men, leatacky
Enclosed please Bad CA ler a
( ) New ( ) inewal Subscription
(Be nre fe *de one)
Nam
Address
• •
(Street, postoffice or rural rook amber)
•
City aid State
TRU OFFER GOOD FOR A WNW TINE ONLY
•
•-•.01P/1,414-1t4P11/401 1101PPIPAPRIIIIP,IPolpolpPIFIRPRP,PAP‘PRIIRP4FlallallIP4p4p 0611111,11polp4.
For Just $2.00 A Year  
For New and Renewal Subscribers
in Ike 20-mile around Fallen area
We want you to see and read how to buy
what's news and whose new
if you could increase your reading pleasure
and save money by shopping the ads,
wouldn't you enjoy your newspaper more?
Sure you would, that's what more and more people are
Ting who subscribe to the Fulton News, because
ews subscribers get a jam-packed, news-filled
per each week, PLUS all the advertisements that appear
THE FUTON NEWS1ND THE MO SW'"1St um BBL
NAVE TO WRAP TIE SIFTS
YOU PINNIUISE ERE
OUR BEAUTIFUL
NOWAY MANTES & on WRAPS
ARE All READY TO RIVE!
TIE violin
lUINISONEST ROLM SIFTS —
AT N EXTRA NAM
THE KEG 501 LIQUORS
Var.. $.44444.41.44:4.:*
Christmas Is
Cookie Time
Civilians is cookie time! The
bididey season inspires everyone
to try wonderful new recipes,
as well as feenily havorites, if
wicady find time. But we aP
bailie time — especiaify with re.
sips* iike the one for Cocond
Bars, for example - a chewy
cookie sure to please. To make SS
coconut bars, first preheat oven to
SO degrees. Grease and line with
mix paper in 114neb square
peL Combine % cup enrkbed
erg-rising corn meal, I cup firm-
ly 'pocked light brown sugar, 1
rforsi ed coconut and % cup
pecans. Blend toolbar
2 bola egP and V4 coP rook'
ed Wear or margecine Add all
et. once to cent mai mixture.
Arrang mita blended. Pour into
pan sod bake 10 to 313 minutes,
di !lista browned around edge.
COOL Remove from pan, then
remove W•X paper. Cut into 1
x $loth bars. Tits proof is in
Ilse eating!
Help you with your Christmas Shopping
Philco Color TV's have Super
Sprectro Color Tubes. Transistorised
• to make your Picture and Sound
stay bright u new for the life of
your set.
Come in and see our line of
Philco Refrigerators, Freezers.
Ranges and Laundry line.
We have a good selection of
Philco radios and Portable Stereos.
Early American and many' other
cabinet style Stereos with the
new Philco Floating-Touch
Tone Arm. Diamond/Sapphire
Needle. Stereo FM, AM, FM
Radio Turner.
4 4 444 I I
t $ $ I I I 1hi
do,
kee"
monlik
•
The Rex Sierry-Matic, a unique necktie desilmed for road
sad street restoration work.
FREE FURNACE INSPECTION
BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE. REPAIRS — GAS, OIL, COAL
Free estimate en cost ef Installing a new L'.ennex Gag
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electric Heat.Pwnp-Illecfrie
Furnaces.
CALL COLLECT
=ALUM( SHEET METAL
FULTON PHONE 412412
SWIFT S GOLDEN
SUPPLEMENT BLOCK
~MEIN
MINERAL
VITAMINS
MA
SIELF-P11110
BLOCK
A Ciotti-
KUL Phone 651
"Os
G,
•
• Etc.,. •
•
r7lld Sins
taeleglistaos
$ I I II t
•
II I I I I II
amne
tcipaci.4 te;IX &tomb,-
• .4.
414 •
Union City
Not a sale. this is our everyday Low Price!
MEN'S WHITE
DRESS SHIRT
OF lajnit
NYLON TRICOT
$2.99
GREAT FOR CHRISTMAS
G I F TS 1 Good4soking fabric
wads., easily, dries in • /ow
hours, moods no ironing, not
oven • touch-up . 1. special
weave permits air-flew through
fabric for comfort. Tailored with
modium-sproad collar that has
permanent stays, long sleeves.
Hock sizes 14 eta 17, sleeve
longths 32 to 34. Terrific Values!
STORE HOURS:
Monday Titre Thursday — 9:00 A. M. To 500 Pi
Friday — 9:00 A. M. To COO P. N.
Saturday — 900 A. M. To 6:00 P. U.
1 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 444 I
••••,
"NO
4111.
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FOR SALE - '64
pickup, with 17,00: actual miles.
Another bargain at Ben.Tenn.-Auto
Sales.
p
FOR RENT - Fivi 
earl Street,
ritom unfurnish.
ed apartment
across from C Elementary.
Available imrnedia . James T.johnime, realtor. 472-3501,
night 472-3500.
NICED GIFT MAO? Shop at the
Park Terrace GIS 'Sep for a
variety, ‘11141 to Plum!
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
for promotions, advertising and
special events. ADELLE, Union
City, phone 865-3570.
MARTIN
SENOR
PAINTS
ANY LITTLE BOY 02.
 GIRLWOULD LOVE TO Ht.VE a nicesouvenir green, felt Banana Festi-val bat under the tree to make ita Festival Christmas . . . hat withbanana button (One of the bunch)on it $1.25 . .. without button, just$1.00. Buy one for your kiddies,sellsporne awry as gifts. The kidswill ye 'em. The button is 25cents.
- -MAKE IT A FESTIVAL CHRIST-MAS . . . give inexpensive Christ-mas gifts with home
-town pride . .you may get a set of four coasterswith the Banana Festival design,for just 50 cents a set .. get themat the Fulton News office. They'remade of rubber-like plastic andmake a good conversation item.You need 'em, everybody needs
'em . '
WALLPAPER
CLOSEOUT!
ADS
BANANA TOTE BAG is handy
anytime . . . makes a wonderful
gift and keeps the Festival advis-
tised all year round . . . buy one
for yourself, eve itebers " gifts
. . . selling at cost just seven-
ty-five cents each . .. in quantities
or two or more, seventy cents each.
CHRISTMAS LETtERS - Your
message and your family photo-
graph printed immediately. Drop a
post card to Adele, Box at, Union
City, or call 365-3570f
WANTED TO BUY: Ear corn or
shelled corn. Market prices paid.
'Southern States Co-Operative, Ful-
ton.
WORM YOU RUT a shallow
well pump, see Fulton Hardware &
Furniture Company, where prices
start at 872.50.
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
WANTED: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments
on a spinet piano. Can be seen lo-
I
catty. Write Credit Manager, P. 0.
Box 215, Shelbyville, Indiana.
Exchange Furniturei i
EZCIL GE Company
I5c Roll and Up
diemeesnows iimuseekennoun nswardisor
6
 c•ntinbfw= evis.nziFURNITURE CO.
IgEWIts
41 CHEVROLET Coserereik,
Ps. Pg 8118PLEE
68 (2) CHEVROLET Super
sport; MS HP, 4-apooll.
1841 82595-85
64 CHEVROLET Wait; Air;
local car, low miloago
$199S.1111
44 VOLKSWAGEN . $1295.8S
44 CHEVROLET Beloit, 4.
door, air $1795.14
64 CHEVROLET 2.
deer hardtop; 127 toneless
straight shift, rift $1995.1.
64 BUICK LeSabre Ps and Pb;
air, 4-deer hardtop $2295.1111
a
 64 CHEVROLET pickup. short
wheelbase, wide bed $1385.88
64 OLDSMOBILE, 4-door, Ps,
Pb, air $2295.88
64 CHEVROLET 2-door sedan;
114, straight shift 
$995.5064 CHEVROLET Impala con.
vertible S1995.011
64 CHEVROLET 6-cyl, straight
shift; Neal car . $149S.SO
63 CHEVROLET Impala 2-
door hardtop; $17115.110
63 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
hug, wide bed 8111111.01
63 CORVAIR 2-door Monza,
$1195.M
61 CHEVROLET 4-door beref-
t*: cyl; automatic 81095.08
N CHEVROLET 2-ton truck
81205.011
56 CHEVROLET 2-ton truck
$595.08
We have a revolving inventory
of from 30 to 40 cars and trucks
all the time.
TAYLOR
-Buick. Inc.
FULTON, KY.
sed Car lot 472-3341 Fulton
Main office 4723188
Ellis Helthcett - Aubrey Tay-
Larry Seay; Dwain and
Dan Taylor
We sell and install
Storm Windows and
Car Ports
BROKEN GLASS
replaced
VENETIAN BLINDS.
"
SIMONS PAINT &
WALLPAPER STORE
Dial 472-2724 Fulton
rm.* AU Iltar
AGMS parts and service.
McGehee's Garage, two miles south
if -Patton on 45-E. Open nights and
ends only. Phone 47*-1812.
110,
di FALCON sport coupe V-S4
stick; local, one-owner
64 FORD Fairlane SO Sedan.
V-11; automatic; extra clean
43 CHEVROLET Impala hard-
top; V-8: Povrar9lItto
63 CHEVROLET Bitiair Sedan;
11-Cyl.
42 FALCON 2door; low mllogo
62 FORD Convertible; 3911,
stick
62 FORD Galant* SOO Sedan;
V-8 Automatic; clean car
62 FORD Fairlan• sedan
62 FALCONS (2); 4-door and
2-door; low mileage
41 OLDS 4-door hardtop; pow-
er steering and brakes;
1 owner
61 CHEVROLET Bela& sedan;
automatic
61 CHEVROLET Belair station
wagon; V-8; extra clean
61 FORD 9-passenger station
wagon; full power
61 FORDS (2) 4-door sedans
61 FORD Cialaxie; 2-door; If-11
straight; one owner
44 CHEVROLET &Asir 4-doer
V-8, automatic; air-condi-
tioned
59 CHEVROLET convertible;
V-8; stick; red
88 FORD Galaxie SOS 4
-door:
40,010 actual miles; extra
clean
56 CHEVROLET 4-deer, 6-cyl;
Straight Shift
SS PONTIAC 4-door; automatic
20 OLDER CARS
VAIIDEN
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
SEA MISTS 
 Members of thie Sea Mists,swim club, hays been chosen. Shown just before apractice session are: (bottom row, left to right)Susan Kaufman, Mt. Vernon, III.; Marlin Eagle,Rochester, N. Y.; Suzanne Konlecy, Warren,Mich.; (second row) Martha Robertson, Louis-ville; Anne Schnurr, Louisville; Judy Sellers, Lex-ington; Nancy Sharp, Mt. Vernon, Ill.; Joy Sligh,
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Sparkling Jine
Isn't Luxury,
Industry Claims
BONN, Germany
German sparkling wine isn't a
luxury any more, the industry
contends, but a people' driolL
The argument is being=
by Chairman Diether
of the Union of German Cham-
pagne Cellars in opposition to
West German government plat
to increase the tax from 25
37% cents per bottle
Highland Park, III.; Nancy Strew, Ottawa, Ill.;Pam Walker, Rockford, Ill.; (third row) MaryKurachek, Pleasantville, N. Y.; Marilyn Lane,Hopkinsville; Jan Loy, Fairfield, Ill.; RuthannMorse, Keyport, N. J.; (fourth row) KathyAlmond, Murray; Kathy Brown, Mayfield; CarolDunn, Fulton; Karen Erickson, Cleveland; andLee Jennison, Madisonville.
"ware nit
CROP"
68 GALAXIE V-8; Automatic
68 STUDEBAKER, 00 St.
59 CHEV, 4-cyl; automatic
59 CHEV. St. Shift,"8411 meter,
hardtop
59 CHEV Impala 4-dr; V-8,
automatic
59 FORD VS 4-sirf *freight
59 OLDS 2-dr berate,
59 FORD Wagon, 4-dr. VS, St
59 CHEV wagon, 4-door
SI BUICK 2-doer; 1-awner
Si CHEV. hardtop
57 CHEV. 6-cyl automatic
57 CHEV 4-dr; black, straight
57 CHEV. 6 cyl 4-dr. hardtop
extra clean -__
SS CHEV. 4-cyl, straight shift
54 CHEV; clean
59 FORD 1-2 Ton truck, good
condition
56 FORD 1-2 Ton Pickup,
clean; high sides
50 GMC truck; A-1
SO CHEV panel; good condition
SO FORD 6-cyl panel; A- cond.
20-25 other cars, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3362
US 4541 Bypass, North
Felton Phone 472-1621
TOR The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHAN-GE
Furniture Company
Engineers
Refuse To
Move 1-24
FRANKFORT, Ky.,_
Consultant engineers employed
to study relocation of Interstate
Highway 24 in Christian, Trigg
and Caldwell counties have re-
commended against changing
the line approved by the Bureau
of Public Roads in August, 1964,
Go. Edward T. Breathitt an-
nounced today.
W. C. Smith and Associates
reported that it would not be
,feasible to move 1-24 closer to
the Hopkinsville urban area.
Final Plans Being Made
Breathitt said, as I result of
the consultant engineers find-
ings, the Department, of High-
ways is proceeding ,with final
engineering plans for 1-24 based
on the line approved getter, so
that these plans can be finished,
rights-of-way can bel acquired
and the highway milbe lIt
on schedule.
The entr:deir...etAct tent
muat-be- ' Dr"
the 1966-70 fiscal year.
The department of Highways
employed Smith and %societies
to study the feasibilitX of relo-
cating a 40-mile segment of 1-24.
Two alternate lines were studied.
One extended from the Tennes-
see State line to Kentucky 139
in Caldwell County.
Under this proposal .111e inter
change between 1-24 and US 41-
A would have been moved a
distance of six miles toware
Hopkinsville from the approved
line.
The second alternaltve fol-
lowed the same line from the
Tennessee State line to Merritts-
villa in Christian County and
then proceeded to Kentucky 124
in Trigg County west of Mont-
Emery.
The Smith study concluded:
"In determining the benefit-
cost of the alternatives over
Line 1, it would be necessary to
show that traffic benefits from
reduced operating expenses, re-
duced time costs, added comfort
and convenience, and a reduc-
tion in accident potential to
produce benefits."
"As a result of detailed cal-
culations, it is apparent that
adverse travel to through traffic
and to certain turning move-
ments Is more than enough to
offset the benefits accruing to
motorists traveling to and from
the city of Hopkinsville."
"The calculations show, in
fact, that both lines (alternate
proposals) have added user
charges over and above those
calculated for the approved
hearing lint
"After considering all the
elements involved in this route
relocation study, it was deter-
mined that neither of the alter-
nate alignments will provide
superior traffic service as re-
lilted to necessary additional
construction costs. As a result,
no positive benefit-cost ratio
can be derived and other lo-
cation criteria are not signifi-
cant."
1-24 will extend from a con-
nection with 1-65 north of Nash-
ville, Tenn., to a connection
with 1-57 in Illinois east of St.
Louis. It will cross the Tennes-
see and Cumberland Rivers im-
mediately below Kentucky and
Barkley Dams and will cross
the Ohio River just west at
Paducah.
Germless Change
The non-contaminating char-
acter of the metal nickel makes
it a popular coinage material.
Nickel's ability to take a hard
surface finish which in smooth
and non-porous helps to avoid
the hazards of eoins as germ
ea rriers.
CLASSIC TWEED coat goes to
school and dresses up, too. This
one with velvet inlay collar and
buttons. Photo from National
Board, Coat and Snit Industry.
AM,
•
HEADY FOR most any weather,
boys' water-repellent, washable
coats have just-like-Dad's styling,
zip-out lining. This one by Wind-
breaker in Avril rayon blend.
Nickel Markets
The largest market for nickel
is in production of high-quality
stainless steel, some 215 million
pounds of nickel, in 1964, goinginto production of the versatile
alloy throughout the free world.
The second largest market, an
estimated 98 million pounds, is
in nickel plating.
Burglar Catcher
To trap burglars and to detect
fires, devices are used which in-
corporate special nickel alloys
made to vibrate 50,000 times
each second. Abnormal heat or
the presence of a prowler in the
vicinity of the ultrasonic signals
triggers an alarm.
Subscribe to The News
22.00 Per Year
Spews.)
$1.00
01)
uu pill Piyr
LEADER
ATHLETIC AND
PORTING GOOD
WHOLESALE C RETAIL
FULTON. KY.
BULK 111111:11 DELIVERY OF
WAYNE'S X P. DAIRY PEI-
LETS and T. C. PIG STARTER
The BEST feed, at. a POPULAR
price. D will pay you to check our
service and our prices!
C kr)childSons'
sax Phone 851°I-45- Led. Phone 202
NOW'S THE TIME)
TO WINTERIZE
A
Let us remove old summer oil, check the radiator
hoes, put in antifreeze and give your car a
•404.
general
• pre
-winter
check-upl
Puckett Service Station
OPEN 34 4TH AND LAKE STS.HOURS A DAY STANDARD PHONE 471.1731
OIL.
sssss1 1 1
SEE HAPPY FOR
Gift Liquors In Beautiful Decanter Bottles
Give Something To Share- - Visit Happy's
 4GIFT SIZES CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Special Invitation To Ladies
NAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE
COMMERCIAL AVENUE (Formerly known as Church St.)
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(OUR BIGGEST WINNER EVER!
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U. S. CHOICE TENDER
• _
•0111,
ire .
STORE — HOURS
Mon — Thur
8: A14 — 8: PM
Friday — Saturday
8 —9
BEE 1100T BEEF SALE
Sun. $-7
Fill your freezer with the
tremendous low prices while our
Reelfoot Beef Sale is going on . .
SAVE - SAVE - SAVE
WE
Y7 CHUCK ROAST.,U CHOICEWE
GIVE Hunt's Tb. Finest
PEAIIIES
29 oz. Cans
4 for $1.00
Hunt's Fruit
WE COCKTAIL
CAVE Hunt
CAel nest
16 oz. Cans
4 for $1.00
14c6.
Bottles
5 for
Nautical Pink
WE SALMON 16-oz. cans 6k
GIVE genisannunn Rag- Cana
SAUSAGE 5 for $1.00
GIVE
GE OLEO
Staley's Waffle
SYRUP 3 - 24 oz. 'ars $1.00
Yacht
bOTS for irise
School Day June
PEAS 6- 16 oz. cans $1.110
Mich Maid 16 oz. Cans
CHERRIES 6 for $1.10
Penn Champ
ANTI - FBI= $1.
Yellow Solids
$5.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk
and Tobaccos 2Lb.
U. S. Choice
STEAK T-Bono Lb. 99c
U. S. Choice
STEAK - Sirloin Lb. 87c
U. S. Choice
STEAK - Club Lb. Tic
U. S. Choice
STEAK - Bound Lb. 77c
U. S. Choice 
STEAKS-Cube 
 Lb. 7k
Wail Shoulder 11. 57c
U. S.
English Lb. 67c
U. S. Choice
BOAST Center Chuck lb. 47c
BIBPork Lb. 5k
Fresh
ACK BONE Lb. 2k
SAUSAGE BRUNDIGEWHOLE HOG •49cCOUNTRY
WE Red Cross 7 oz. Pkg.
GIVE SPAG & MAC . . . lec
WE
GIVE
Vir
WE
GIVE Treasure y oz. Cans
OYSTERS I for $1.00
Alcoa Reg 69c
FOIL • • • Now 49c
Big Chief 3 Lb. Jar
PEANUT Butter $1.19
Ri 
Cans
g & BEANS 1 scia.
Fresh Bad
LIVER . . . Lb. 5k
Old Fashion Chunk Style
BOLOGNA . . Lb. 35c
esh
il( BONES Lb. 25c
OdialanE Hoop Lb. 69c
16.
171
Vir
.21.1
WE
GIVE
ew
Ass't. Meat and Veg. Cans
SOUPS Campbells 10c
PECANS Lb. Bag 3k
11II•tbIL )4;
CEL RAD k ;1
TheGodchaux Best
Del Monte 7 1-2 oz. Cans
TUNA FISH 3 for 8k
Plymouth Brand
OLEO . . . 2 Lb. 49c
Good
DETERGENT reg. 29c lk
Lb. Bag
With 85.00 Purchase
Excluding Milk & Tab,
Sunmaid Nectar
BASINS 2 lb. bag 5k
Old Fashion
CHOC DROPS
2 Lb. Bag
5k
Shrimp 2 Lb. Box
$1.59
U.S. NO.1 REP
Lb.
IP Bag
C
Sunset Id 6 cans 4k
Sliced
BACON Jowl
7a—nity
ICE MILK 31-2 al. $1.00 v7!-•
2 Lb. Pkg.
8k
I.
re
Al
1.4.0
-"0111111^
Pt
7g,
lanalUTS Lb. Bag 4k
EASC 
„uMixed
GREEN ONIONS BRAZIL NUTS Lb. 49c
• 
Lb. Bag 4k
floridaORANGES 4 lb. bag 3k 
GIVEFlorida Seedless 5 Lb. Bag
GRAPEFRUIT . . 4k
Golden Ripe
BANANAS. . Lb. lk
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT.
DEC. 11, 1965
GREEN STAMPS ARE
GREAT 04RiST4AS GIFTS
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